
ever was a ti •eho would have permitted hi elf to be under "KGB control." I believe 
this is a central foot in any analysis. There was never a tim ahem ;:ewali was ero-
USSR. I be Jeve there never was a time be was not anti. Like in Liebeler's ra,blinee 
when deposine Deleedo, euntel at 'tenet% in Oswald in i'w  Crleane. I euegeet that if you 
intend to carry this analysis forward you reread that chanter, with care and alert to 
ellipsis. 

In this canneotion, aside from the silay Epetein conjecture I find no possibility 
of eithee Lee or marina belying any teeefpinese to the M3 is the D3. 

p.15, 285ff. The CIA acne on Oswald might have none court uses. Tele paseege reeinee me 
of the assumption there wan no KG3 debriefing of L110. 'This - assumption is made in Ue 
not 11Sele terms. I'd be quite surprised if the KGB - did not vet enough, verbally, from 
Iatourist, which I would assume is keyed into the 4GB with everyone. 

The initial false aseueptiono about the US4A's rocketry capehilitiee is that it 
did net hare a rocket that could be fired as high an the U-2  with any accuracy. 
I see no reason to credit Epetein's assumptions that they sad no roder oaesble of -use 
with the rockets they did have, SaMs. It was not long thereafter that these SAes Were 
doing rather well in Cuba. 

Translation EpeteinkIng(Angletonian) horseshit. and this soft stuff is his wry 
foundation. 

Wes Scott for real hare? Did he really believe his question or was he putting 
BJE on to feed him into eoeethine? 

322 	know of no basis for the ailegatiou that LBO shot at Waller. The bullet was of 
the wrong caliber, too, and the scientific -Comte did not allow une eieilerity. eut who 
do lieu know Who began to ahy away from LSO then, as SJE eyes says? Only the inert:Al:lieu. 

423 Was LE0's mention of his part in the Indonesian adventure in a letter to hie brother 
in the WO records? The fent wee, bet the letter? Or wan it en intercept" If so, We 
both hove =Let FOlas on this, as does Aurk A. Ditto on FOIA at 466. 

p. 16, before 370, ilemereaete ref to ECU. (Thia reMin6.1  ee, I'd like to hear the 
entire tape aad Blocs it was aired to have it available for Jim's use. 'Eon for any 
other ;ape, Ulu: 	and G0121 1 

097 is where ZJE says "I wrote my bock in *76." If so extracediaary that it die not come 
out until 1e78, did not meet the better October 1977 narket - was not in fact out before 
October 1977, The normal hardback eseeed is eboet Az months. with a tepical week this 
is shortened. Something here, as suggested earlier. Carteit include addressing it to 
defense of the Naeetoolen ruin of the CIA, which follows, and be seyn in time came 
atlas- he wrote his book. 

p. 18, end side 2. CIA shriek "RoLaft "ayler possible POie sue as secret leaked to Ea. 
Or obtained under FOIA, which would also asko it useful to JD. 

085 appear, to re:er to the record that says LBO was not CIA debriefed. ARIreciate copy. 
Can't got to mine. 

115 anythiqi on, intercepted lettersnuseful in court. 

207 Naybe Irani gary Powers was "convinced" of an LEO role but he did not tell his 
ghost, `--retry, that because ''Szntry was quite uecertein when he phoned me about it. I 
think Gentry used to to hype the book, not because it was real. 

261 of letareat to JIJ for in court, the spoon-feedine of the Barron bock. Throughout. 
Hoee asp. that ZJE says he could spend 6 month:: with the CI staff. 

368 the ref to "frau' the FOIA requests" stops dead. Is there sore on 	tape? 

F. 20, 400 nteeeetiag if Angleton is response for the Senate Intelligence interest now. 



Dear caul, you Epstein notes of 12/14/78, p?. 12- 20 	4j25/78 

This will be hasty because a college class is coming soon, bemuse i lost a day 
from other work I want to catch up on and because I've caught the first cold in years 
and do not feel good. 

As by now you kuow the Post has a continuing internst in the Wpateineengletone 
SIC matter. Jim sent you copies of the Lardner review and yesterday's Kaiser story 
because that would save a day iu reaching you. e spore to eeorge and i've already sent 
him this set of your notes. Before I read them, in fact. 

It would be helpful if we could have some eyatem for me to knew if you done copies 
to Howard, Jim and Lardner. Howard and eim should have them, period. Laraine: should as 
long az the root has an interest, what vex what interest is or becomes -md whether or 
not it coincides with any of our interests. 

I've eecoee quite forgetful of the present while retaining -harp recollections of 
the fairly distant past. So I may not recall any,arrangement we may make. However, 
because your antes are so good and because I can t take time for making them and because 
of what e believe is involved in this affair I alt anxious, on the one hand, for these 
three to have copies but also anxious not to have to stay up too late or for -il to 
stay up too late to make unnecessary copies. 

Kaybe I can remember teat unless you indicate on the copy you send me that you have 
sent copies to these three I'll assume you have not. I think it would be easy if you 
could remember to add initial where you place mine, I presume for when you get to mailing. 

A general ntatement of ey present interests: vhile as of the part no limited by 
my limitations and therefore focuse: on what we can use in court, in the cowing proceeding 
in the suit for the executive session transcripts. This is, lee ally, a lathe_ uausual 
shtuation about which we cannot be certain of any interpretation. I have therefore mug.- 
gestei to 'im that we aleume the epeeale cot wants a thorough and coeplate record wade 
and that we should under see that, rogardlese of the coot. It may mean I'll have to put 
out what for ne is large 51120 to take depositions. ;In  this: counectioa Epatein'e address 
and phone may eeve Jim much time.) 

for t e suit one of the 'sore important aspects is Abet the CIe and Y21 gave Epstein, 
under and outside of FOIA. Recall the second eriggsa affidavit, which was scant you? I 
think there is no question but that he swore falsely, little chance it is not, regaraless 
of how any judge nay rule, actual perjury. It is the moat material factor in the case 
now, undereoored, I believe, by what the aeeeale court has done. 

ebile there is more I would like to do and while I retain an interest for when I 
car return to writing on AO, for the moment ocncenteation on the litigation. I suggest 
you not underestimate what the potential can be. 

Sources, your 34, WSJ review-may I please have? 

35, on the leaking and not Angloton doing its Maybe but I have reason to believe 
otherwise. There was a defector who used the name "Kr. "extin" woo took the initiative 
in getting in touch with me and an eoacnko only. Very anti peranoidally, irrationally. 
`olitically this guy is an Angleton. I wonder if '4r. "artin" comes from "Stone's" middle 
initial, K. Toe might want eel review in your own mind what the political situations( 
with respect to political assassinations was at the time of the first leaks. I think-
it is an important consideration in any analyele. And if you made any notes on what 
Schorr said about Angleton that you found interesting I'd ap,e-eciate the references 
for when the book is remaindered or in pepereack. I canot afford to eey it now and do 
not have tine to read it now. Ditto for when you see 36, the coming Dulles book. Also 
Colby's, 37. ;I fouth eerdnenea quote exeelleet journaleatic judgement and imports nt 
in an otherwise excellent and perceptive and balanced review.) 

30.hugh hoDonald will be a continuing interest. If you can find another copy of 
this treahy novel I'd like to have it all a moans of continuing the rethei large job I've 
done on him Oncluding pre-pub and for two prospective publishers) and his disinformation. 
When I met him be was offering an added package of three novels, in addition to Apeeeetment.  

19 to the Psychology Today pi_ne. You might want to add to those justified 



ariticiams that for ivory intarpretatioa Epataia attributo© to awinson there is at 
least another at least as apparent and in most instances more reasonable. Thum the 
rewriting of his notes when LRO was returning is oonaiatent with ay 1965 writiag, 
suggesting it as to be an intelligence report. ("eminds me, on Jaggers-Chiles-Stotall, 
if your notes go to non-labjact eapaats like hardner it would be (snore apt to aaa-retiate 
into JCS. Which could also be takes for Joint chiefs of Staff and other orgs. And if 
1110 was in any intellagenee role at JCS for the KGB, which as closa to inposaible, 
Epetein complicates it too much with his conjectures. This also places Oswald in a role 
other than he bad a JCS. The aimplaat thins Le that as a trainee in tie offaot photog. 
part he could have placed defective film inside his shirt. Of it he printed, made a 
second print. The central point Epstein misses is hot a man with Oswald'a past got a 
job doing classified work at all. 

I spatted the sane contaadiction in beginaina date.: for the Epstein aRD project and 
decided to take the "in 1976" as a starting point to see how that works out with his 
hatina had aaaese to Nosenko in 3/76. October is mora likely in some ways. For examply, 
the original plannod pub data was October 1977, or two years ahead, reasonable. You 
miaht want to consider :ihy the Book was datayea, mlaaang the iaportant Xmas ;,redo, and 
was made smaller, witness the lower than advertised price. I think it macula the book was 
mare than cut, may have been dons over. Hart note what apateia says about when he 
completed it in the KW show. 

axon my point of view you are right in noting the iaportanoe of the fact that the 
CIA got him into the graphology nonaense, with a CIA ?arson a5 grapholoaist. I think this 
can be of value to aim in the suit and depositions. 

Your wonders at the top of paga 13 about what etotnin left out and his concern for 
his raputation may be explained by what was taken out of the book or by other thiaaa, 
not the least that he is a  blabbermouth who all° blahs ale way into non-resaensea. Bat 
I dlsgaree on his having mad© any effort to distance himself from James the Jesus. I 
think the opposite: that Epstein is oTanly nlianed with the A and hit faction of areekers. 

Oros that the QIA is not wracked, is alive and healthier, and that only the A-types en $114ii;onT its deaums. 

At the bottom of this page you refer to CIA 376-154. Temporarily I have scads of 
cartons in front of that file in the bmicaent. Could you please sand me a copy? if I 
think it may interest eardner or galser I'll send a copy to one of them. and in this 
connection., as I thick I nay have aakeet you, can you lot ma have what a oould not find a 
little while ago, that d..eector's "report" early after the JYK awasaination, what was 
in the racorda tha CIA gave ':he Rock. Comaiacton? '..'tat axautly coincides with the kind 
of "thinking" I'd expect from my "Mr. Aartin." If this hunch pens out it would be good 
to have eons available info shoat the "atone." But in any event, it Utie sick stuff. 

Your NSA!' notes: I take it the numbs R are from a counter with C60 cassettes, 
this bagieaiag with 1 tams times. 

As you note later at 14,098, Epstein is a rather large liar about keeping RD oual 
So why would he lie so blatantly? 

I have a hunoa that the arrangamonts for the book shifted after the project bed,. 
Laxly on I heard that Barron was project director. This may have been bad information 
but suppose it was nott Consider this in with the suggestions of major changes in the 
book? Consider that in oonaeetion with Epeteints obvious shift of alliance from the 
CIA (i.e., new VIA) to Angleton. 

It id exceptional that with all bac' ins Barron was out on the final book. I do 
not doubt that he had some earlier conneotioaa witt,ita „ 

At 195 you,coaaant "Typical apstein - start witlfi tibtaiptiona." Subject to the frailties 
of memory I can t think of any one of the many apstein aasumptions in any of his ariting 
that was not a wrong aseuaption. Liss the second autopsy job in Inquest. There is not 
one in Legend that is not less raaeonable than others that are apaaraat. amendmant: 
Typical Epatein: Start with wrong aasuaptions.(This in case you were not jesting.) 

2564 It in cot tosaiale to sake the styof Ostald that I have made and believe there 
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[Sources, continued:] 
(33) There is a favorable review b', John Barkham (of Saturday Review?), 

printed in the S.F. Examiner-Chronicle, April 9. Epstein is called an "acute 
researcher" whose documentation is'1mpressive." 

incidentally, the same page contains Barkham's review of the Weinstein book 
on Hiss, also positive. Victor Navasky's persuasive espos6 of Weinstein (Nation, 
4/8) makes his scholarship look as bad as Epstein's; in both cases the press 
reaction has been generally positive. 

(34) Wall Street Journal, 4/7, p. 14; review by Michael Ledeen, editor of 
the Washington Review of Strategic and International Studies - i.e., he sounds 
like a rather big wheel. Ledeen understands the significance of the "mole" story, 
and specifically predicts that "Legend" will enter into "the general debate" on 
the CIA which is about to begin, as legislative guidelines are being considered. 

((17) A P.S. on the Newsweek review - the reviewer is the managing editor! 
I don't know if he often reviews books, but it seems that if they wanted to have 
someone special do the review, they could have found someone who knows more of 
the facts of the case.] 

(35) Schorr's book has some interesting material on Angleton. My knowledge 
of the circumstances of Schorr's Initial Interest in Nosenko does not lend any 
support to the speculation that Angleton's side was leaking an anti-Nosenko "KGB 
did it" scenario back then, before Epstein got it. 

(36) I am told the the new book on the Dulles family has quite a bit on 
Angleton. Recall that Angleton is one of the people with control over Dulles' 
papers at Princeton, presumably including his WC files. 

(37) I am also told that Colby's forthcoming book will have a lot to say 
about Angleton. Supposedly Angleton is one of the few villains in the book, which 
complains about excessive zeal in counterintelligence. It may be that the Epstein 
book represented Angleton's attempt to get his side of the "war of the moles" out 
before Colby got the other side out. 

(38) Russ Stetler got me interested in "Five Signs from Ruby," a trashy 1976 
novel by Hugh C. McDonald - the same McDonald who gave us "Saul" and solved the 
JFK case. In the novel, the high-level penetration of the CIA is pro-PLO. As 
noted in Schorr's book, and elsewhere, Angleton was In charge of the Middle East: 
account until Colby took it away, and since he's convinced that the PLO is a KGB 
front, pro-Arab sympathies are looked upon skeptically (to put it mildly). (As 
noted below, I think it is no accident (as the Russians used to say) that the 
alleged PLO-Weatherman link has come to the surface in the LaPrada-Gray-Felt-Miller 
case.] 

Epstein's "Psychology Today" article [(1119) supra; April 1978, p. 97] is 
as bad as I expected. It deals primarily with the handwriting analysis, but 
Epstein has slipped in a couple of tidbits on related matters. For example, he 
repeats the devious analysis of the "anachronism" in Oswald's diary entry re 
McVickar, but this time credits the discovery to "one of my research assistants." 
Epstein may not yet have read the text of the entry himself! 

Also, Epstein gives what I think is a new version of the Reader's Digest 
connection - he says that "In 1976, the Reader's Digest came to me with an offer 
to supply almost unlimited financing for a new investigation into the Kennedy 
assassination." The Digest says that Epstein agreed to their proposal in October 
1975. Epstein continued: "At this late stage, however, the only question that 
seemed [to whom??] worth exploring" was Oswald's motive in defecting and staying 
in Russia. The Digest said that "the probe would focus on Oswald's associations 
with intelligence agencies, his access to U.S. military and reconnaisance secrets," 
etc. In New York,  Epstein also focused on his interest in the defection, but 
the apparent conflict between his interests and the Digest's is not so obvious. 

The most interesting thing in the Psychology Today piece is Epstein's confirm-
ation of my hunch that the CIA got him into the graphology question. (See my 
question 1/14 for Epstein.) Specifically, an unnamed "former CIA research director" 
mentioned that the CIA had used Dr. Lewinson's work, with some success; Epstein 
called Levinson the next day. In typically ambiguous language, Epstein reports 
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that Lewinson explained that "she had been an occasional consultant to the CIA 
but is now in private practice." Since she quite possibly was also in private 
practice when she was a CIA consultant, I would not conclude that she is no longer 
a CIA consultant. 

I find it interesting that Epstein would go into Lewinson's CIA connection 
in such detail here, since (as far as I recall) there is nothing in the book to 
indicate how Epstein learned of her work, or why he had reason to believe that 
it should be taken seriously. Presumably Epstein realized that he could be 
criticized for leaving the CIA link out of the book. One possible explanation is 
that, by being somewhat more candid in his articles and interviews, he wants to 
give the impression that background information which would detract from the 
Angleton hypothesis had to be left out of the book - e.g., at Reader's Digest 
insistence. That is, Epstein may want to put some distance between himself and 
his function as a simple vehicle for Angleton. At least, I suspect he has some 
doubts about his role - but not enough to overcome the lure of all that money - 
and it might be productive to inquire about this if anyone gets to talk with him 
informally. 

I certainly don't get the impression that Epstein understands Lewinson's 
analysis. Certainly the discussion in this article is singularly unhelpful. 
I gather that the vertical axis in each of the graphs on page 9B represents a 
percentage; i.e., the percent of the measurements of (e.g.) depth which are 
rated +3, +2, respectively - whatever those numbers mean! (The numbers in each 
graph do seem to add to 100%.) 

I'm willing to believe that quite a bit of information can be obtained from 
analysis of handwriting, but the alleged underlying theory - "contracting and 
releasing tendencies" sounds questionable to me. If you can detect stress, haste, 
etc., this analysis can be a useful tool, although I don't get the impression that 
Lewinson has used it with the same critical judgment and sophistication that 
O'Toole applied to his PSE work on Oswald. And I would be very surprised if 
Lewinson can substantiate her claim that Oswald's handwriting shows that he "was 
an easy target for manipulation and control by others. His loyalty could switch, 
depending on [from] whom or where he could find support." 

The superficial similarity between Lewinson's conclusions nod parlor 
fortune telling makes me wonder how many of her conclusions are derived from clues 
other than Oswald's handwriting. It may not be fair to her to rely on what Epstein • 
says, but he claims that "she determined that Oswald was traveling on a large ship 
(not a small ship? or an airplane?] when he wrote both these documents" [i.e., his 
political notes, CE 25 (presumably), and a self-questionnaire, CE 100]. [From p. 
152 of the book, it is almost certain that Epstein is referring to CE 25, rather 
than to (say) CE 97-98.] Anyhow, one has to wonder if Lewinson's brilliant 
deduction was influenced by the fact that each page of CE 25 includes a picture of 
a large ship, identified as the logo of the Holland-America line. 

Epstein is quite unfair in claiming that the Warren Commission "had accepted 
uncritically" the dairy, "as their basis for charting Oswald's activities in the 
Soviet Union." In the same paragraph in which it noted that the diary was not 
contemporaneous, the Warren Report said that "The Commission has used the diary, 
which Oswald may have written with future readers in mind, only as Oswald's record 
of his private life and personal impressions as he sought to present them..." [WR 691] 

Finally, it seems odd that the illustration in this article is a photo of 
Oswald superimposed on the famous letter to "Mr. Hunt," which is not mentioned in 
the text.. Did Epstein have this letter analyzed, by any chance? 

Jerry Policoff has reminded me of CIA document 11376-154, dated 11 December 1963. 
The unnamed CIA author gives several arguments against the idea that the KGB did it. 
Referring to press reports about the FBI's summary report (indicating that Oswald 
acted alone), the author notes that "These disclosures presumably eliminate the 
possibility of further confrontations with Mr. Robert Slusser. In the event that 
Mr. Slusser continues to insist that the President was murdered by the Soviet secret 
police, the following additional negative indications and observations may be of 
some value." Can anyone out there tell me who Slusser is? Maybe a Congressional 
staff person? 
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Highlights of an interview of Epstein by Peter Dale Scott and Larry Lee (KSAN), 

taped 4/5/78, broadcast 4/16. Total tape is about 11/2 hours. [Bracketed material 

is paraphrase; comments in double parentheses are by PLH.] 

064) 	EJE: [I was interested in how organizations work.] And when I was asked to do 

a book about Lee Harvey Oswald, and the - Reader's Digest magazine came to me and 

said they would finance a study without any strings attached - and offered me 

unlimited resources and as much money as I needed to find as many witnesses as 

I could, I of course got into the idea that perhaps the Warren Commission had 

missed some very important witnesses who could comment on Oswald's life. And as 

I began the book I began to find various evidence that the intelligence services 

of the United States, and of Russia, and of Cuba all had something to hide 	not 

necessarily about the assassination of President Kennedy, but about something 

that I didn't even know about, and that was an open espionage case that was going 

against Oswald. At the time I wrote "Inquest," - the FBI, by transfering a number 

of agents, by destroying a number of files ((Ii)), had completely hid its 
involvement in this espionage case; in fact, it didn't even tell President Johnson 

about it. And so I began to get more interested in the espionage case.... 

((It's amazing how EJE can use his own ignorance of the Warren Report to 

bolster his 'discovery' of the FBI's interest in Oswald.)) 

088) 	LL: [It's a brief book, less than 300 pp.; supported by full footnoting; you 

remind me a little of Izzy Stone...; you had so much money from RD, and a staff;] 

Did you ever worry that you were going to become the sort of organization that 

you had written [about] before...? 

098) 	EJE: Well, I worried all about the time - all about the Reader's Digest getting 

involved in [the] research, and I kept them out completely; and, in a sense they 

only entered it in the public relations phase, after the book was written; they 

told Time magazine, or somehow they led Time magazine to believe that it was some 

sort of task force, but the fact is that I simply used-two previous researchers 

who had worked foPnid the brunt of the work, and then when I had special jobs, 

like finding the Marines that Oswald had served with, or finding his fellow 

employees at Jaggar-Chiles-Stovall, and I had a questionnaire that could be 

asked of these people, the Reader's Digest very kindly lent me editors, who went 

around the country and filled out these questionnaires. 

((Cf. Legend, p. xvi: Oursler (of the Digest) "has contributed to almost every 

phase of the project, including research, interviewing, and organization of the 

book. By far, however, I am most indebted to him for his deeply perceptive 

editing of the manuscript." In this interview, EJE confirmed my hunch that he had 

thought about the complications of his hypothesis more than the book indicates; 

however, these comments argue against my suggestion that he has been trying (e.g., 

in the Psychology Today article) to make it obvious that things were left out of 

the book, presumably at the Digest's suggestion or insistence. -PLH)) 

,195) 	EJE: This is the hypothesis I worked on: if the CIA was going to send anyone to 

Russia as a false defector - which is a possibility - it was a very delicate and 

sensitive mission, and something that required training; it wasn't something where 

you could meet someone in a bar and say, 'Now listen, you defect to Russia, and 

just remember everything you see.' He had to be trained. This is the - I might 

be wrong, but that's the hypothesis I worked on. If that was the case, there had 

to be - I assumed at least six months detached from his Marine career. I couldn't 

find six days detached from the career.... 

((Typical Epstein - start with the right assumptions,...)) 

(258) 	PDS: How far do you see this KGB control of Oswald lasting, over him? Does i
t 

govern his behaviour when he comes back to this country? 

(264) 	EJE: Well, my view - again, and this is very speculative - is that the Soviets 

soon found they had no use for Oswald, [and sent him back; at worst, he'll be 

arrested, which will have propaganda value; more likely, the FBI will pursue him, 

and they'll be confused and confounded for years; at best, he'll be some sort of 

sleeper agent.] 
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[LL: The FBI followed him ineptly, which embarrased Hoover.] 
EJE: That's true, and I think the FBI involvement goes even deeper than - 

than we can ascertain at this point ...[whatever the KGB involvement was, it 
was very low level; he was just a piece of garbage to them.] 

[PDS: What about Marina? A piece of garbage, or of more interest to the KGB?] 
(285) 	• 	[EJE: The Minkenbaum case fascinated me; went to USSR at same time as LHO; 

trained by high KGB people; his entire mission - open antique store in D.C. and 
bring back a Soviet wife, to be a radio operator. There's a CIA memo indicating 
that they should be interested in LHO because of this pattern of the Russians 
getting a spouse in that way.] And so I would think that Marina, before she was 
allowed to return to the United States, was told that some day someone might approach 
you; if he does, you still have family here, do what he says. I mean, that's all 
that had to be her mission, or even Oswald's mission. ((!)) Y'know, I'm talking -
just to really get to the point that you were making before, it's inconceivable 
to me that the Soviets had anything to do with the assassination of Kennedy, or that 
Oswald was under Soviet control at that point. So whatever influence they exerted 
on him was very low level, and then he separated from them, er - 

PDS: [Can you date the separation? The moment of his return, or when he went 
to New Orleans?] 

(322) 	EJE: Well, I would say that the point - yes, I think we - I can't date when 
the Soviets - they might never have actually contacted him after he returned to 
America, which might have added to his frustration and caused all those letters that 
he wrote to the Soviet consulate, and other activities on his part, but I would 
say that the shooting at Walker in April of 1963 definitely was a watershed. Not 
only the Soviets but I think a lot of other people started to shy away from Oswald 
at that point, whether he did the shooting or not is another question. 

PDS: (Up to then, is it possible he was under someone's control?) 
EJE: [Up to that point, he might have been listed as an asset - a notational 

agent, as in Greene's novel - i.e. a dubious asset.] 

(358) 	EJE: [On Marina: lied about her own name, etc.] 
PDS: [Which made her very vulnerable for deportation; there were suggestions 

she felt she was being pressured by her interviewers after the assassination.] Does 
that seem credible to you? 

EJE: Yes, and I would even go further and say that before the assassination 
the degree of pressures put on Marina might explain Oswald's more bizarre behavior. 

(402) 	LL: [Marina's story to INS reeks of being an intelligence legend.] 
EJE: Yes; I would think that conceivably the name Prusakova was given to her 

because someone might have seen her living at the home of Colonel Prusakova [sic], 
and that that would explain why she was there, or maybe even Oswald didn't know 
her true identity. 

(423) 	PDS: (During discussion of Voloshin in California) Was it the Bolshoi ballet? 
EJE: I think - the name was not the Bolshoi, but it was something like that. 

[Voloshin was in Santa Ana the day LHO applied for a passport; was in charge of 
Indonesian affairs for the KGB for a while; Oswald mentioned an Indonesia operation 
he was in, in a letter to his brother; then it wasn't publicly known.] 

PDS: [The KGB was making a big propaganda issue of it at the time; the CIA 
was still denying involvement; I wonder why the Russians didn't use LHO as part 
of the propaganda operation?] 

(466) 	EJE:. [I was very interested in that; I looked at the other defectors; LHO 
was one of a series of 8 or 9; from his letters to his brother, it looked like he 
was going to start off as a propaganda asset, he was never so used.] 

PDS: [Was Webster so used?] 
EJE: [No; there's a similarity - if they intended to use someone for intell-

igence,"the assumption might be," ((whose?)) they wouldn't use him for propaganda. 
I think Webster offered info on plastics; I think both cases were considered 
intelligence, not propaganda.] 

(016) 	EJE: [The day LHO passed through Amsterdam, Voloshin was a consul there, 
according to CIA traces. After reading Priscilla's book, about Marina mentioning 
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a Russian-speaking waiter named Didenko, which is
 her father's name, and we 

couldn't find a record of him,] I always wondered
 if there might not have been 

some final briefing on the ship. 

PDS: [Angleton was concerned about Voloshin, was
n't he?] 

EJE: Yes; I mean, he's a man who goes by supposi
tion, and he thinks that 

when you find 3 or 4 lines intersecting, LL: Tha
t's triangulation. EJE: That's right; 

and - I don't know if he would assume (?) this, 
but he would assume that, y'know, 

here you have the probable recruiter, the man wh
o handled him in Russia, and the 

person who gave him his briefing. ((Would assume
, or does assume? -PLR)) 

PDS: I was just wondering whether he brought thi
s case to your attention, 

or whether you brought it to his attention? 

EJE: No; No; Through Freedom of Information - I 
brought it to his atttention; 

I mean, I mentioned it to him; that's ... (inaud
ible) a good point. (?-unclear) 

(070) 	EJE: [JJA tried to ferret out KGB penetrations, 
and did much more; RAND 

estimated that with the best quality control you
 would still have 1 in 10,000, 

but] Angleton never found - he thought he found 
one, two, or three; that was part 

of the job - his real job was to stop the KGB [w
hich he saw as the only enemy; 

he didn't care about the minor countries - from 
manipulating the CIA via disinfor-

mation...] 
EJE: He studied - tried to create a continuity o

f Soviet intelligence goals 

[and m.o.'s, from the Trust operations of the '2
0 thru WWI and up to today.] 

EJE: ((After discussion how the term "mole" came
 from fiction, and was then 

(097) 	accepted:)) And by the time I wrote my
 book in '76, they ((no obvious antecedent)) 

were talking about how Angleton practically dest
royed the CIA by positing that two 

moles existed, and then searching for them. 

PDS: [How did Angleton get fired?] 

EJE: [Let me tell you how the CIA operates; real
ly aimed against the USSR; 

everything it does elsewhere is looked at as per
ipheral; politicians use the CIA 

for many things, like Nixon in Chile; but in the
 CIA what fascinates them is the 

chess game against the USSR; the CIA's whole job
 is to warn us against a Soviet 

advance in technology, etc.; at the bottom of th
is whole operation is 1, 2, or 3 

agents in the USSR, all KGB people, you can't pa
rachute Americans in and get access; 

Angleton suspected these people, since he knew t
he Russians knew we were dependent 

on those channels; like a magazine, the CIA need
s stories every day; under Colby, 

there actually was a daily (inside) paper; so] th
ere was an organizational reason 

not to like Angleton throughout the CIA.... [Gol
itsin story.... Angleton's search 

for the moles was disruptive.] 

(166) 	[LL brings up Colby, and Angleton's apparent sus
picion of him; LL thinks that 

high-leve people naturally do meet each other.] 

[EJE agrees.) I don't suspect Colby for one reas
on - his career wasn't based 

on a set of brilliant spies that he ran; if it w
as, then he could be suspected, 

because [you promote a mole by giving him good s
tuff. Colby's career was) a set 

of dismal failures in covert action [such as Pho
enix.] 

[LL: I'm not saying that Colby was a mole, just 
that JJA thought so - wrong?] 

EJE: Angleton's staff suggested that he was a su
spect, and at one point 

Angleton confronted Colby with questions about t
hese contacts. What Angleton 

believes, I have never been able to fathom. But,
 now - y'know, it is a theory that 

goes around Washington, and at [a] very high lev
el, because of things Colby did 

later on, but I think, y'know, one - it's not im
portant at this point to try and 

find the mole, because I can't be of any help. [
The fact that JJA was confronting 

people made him even more unpopular. When Colby 
got back from Vietnam and became 

4190) 

	

	executive director,] it became practical
ly an obsession with him, and you can see 

it from his own book that he's just written, to 
fire Angleton. [Finally he called 

Hersh in, pointed to the mail cover operation;] 
that led to so-called "family 

jewels" disclosures, and practically wrecked the
 CIA. [When JJA was fired, all 

the top CI people left;] then files disappeared,
 then finally [according to Senate 

Intelligence Committee sources] the institutiona
l memory of the CIA was totally 

destroyed [because other parts were running oper
ations without knowing how they 

fit together; it was CI who kept the continuity 
(e.g. when they recruited someone...)] 
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ELL agrees. EJE: Using the human analogy, I think when you kill the memory, 
you kill the individual or the organization]; that the CIA is dead without a 
memory of the past. 

[PDS: Your book says the CIA is inside out; linked to the Nosenko case. 
You are suggesting, more or less, are you not, that] the good guys were pushed 
out and that the people who had something to hide are now-took over the agency 
at that point? 

EJE: That's right; the people who protected the secrets of the CIA and the 
FBI came to power, no matter how dirty their secrets were, and no matter what 
skeletons were involved, and the people who had thought the worst possibilities, 
that the CIA had been penetrated ... were pushed out. Yes, I think that's what 
did happen. 

[PDS: That's more important than the background of Oswald....] 
[EJE: Hacker's review suggested, aptly but critically, that my book is a 

jigsaw, puzzle, with some pieces missing and some pieces from another puzzle mixed 
in. Could be; at certain points in the book I became more interested in the 
shenanigans in the intelligence game than in Oswald. But it all criss-crosses 
as follows: back in 1963, the FBI was considered omniscient,...] 

(248) 
	

[EJE: The FBI, and Hoover, knew of Oswald's note, saying he would blow 
up the FBI building in Dallas. 	I can't believe, nor can any other serious student 
of the FBI, that that was done except on Hoover's orders. If they would destroy 
that, it would seem that they would have destroyed] any other evidence, more 
important, ]e.g., that they had tried to double Oswald, or blackmail him or Marina, 
all of which is standard operations. My thesis is that he was perceived as being 
a Soviet intelligence agent. So, you try and provoke him - e.g. by giving him 
access to classified information.] 

[PDS: E.g., at J-C-S] [EJE: Absolutely; also at Michael Paine's house.] 
It seems to me that what was happening against Oswald is that he was being put 
in positions where he should have gotten into contact with - if he had contacts - 
with contacts in other intelligence services. And that, whatever the FBI did - 
and I think that at the end they tried to blackmail him - although I think his 
wife was then blackmailed into not saying what happened - [I think they just 
threatened to deport Marina, which got him very angry; they couldn't let that come 
out, so they erased part of the case, which is why my book is indeed so...(cut off)] • 

(303) 
	

[PDS: Can't you read LHO's note as part of a conspiracy, blackmailing the FBI 
into responding, predictably, as it did?].  

[EJE: That destruction was of the single most important piece of evidence.] 
What you suggest is possible. [It might turn out the note wasn't written by LHO. 
Just think of the situation if the Russians, or even the CIA, learned that Oswald 
was planning on shooting JFK, and they decided they didn't want to be involved, 
so they tipped off the FBI, assuming the FBI would immediately arrest someone, as 
they would in Russia, who threatened to blow up their headquarters.] That possibility 
struck me, that it wasn't Oswald who wrote the note, but someone who had become 
privy to the plan, and who wanted to destroy the plan...[It could also have said 
something different; we're relying on secretaries' memories; it could have been a 
diversion, saying, I'm going to Florida to blow up an FBI building, etc. If they - 
note was authentic, it argues against a high-level conspiracy, which wouldn't tip 
off the FBI in advance. Destroying such evidence raises the possibility that they 
would destroy other evidence, which is why Legend can be described as a jigsaw 
puzzle with pieces missing.] I've been criticized for not drawing conclusions, but 
it's impossible, because we don't have some of the basic pieces. 

(335) 
	

[PDS: Can we conclude that the FBI and CIA had a lot to hide?] 
[EJE: CIA also hiding the 'mole' case, which they considered more important.... 

Inconceivable that they wouldn't be interested in debriefing him....] 
[PDS: The WC didn't believe that the KGB didn't debrief him.] 

(358) 
	

EJE: When I mentioned to Richard Helms that the KGB hadn't debriefed Oswald, 
because they - because Nosenko said they were short of manpower, which is what he 
told me in (the) interview, Helms laughed and said, that's crazy, if that ever 
happened here, we would of course, y'know, always find the people, and then I said, 
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but, y'know, did you debrief him, and he sai
d, Oh my God, he started to think 

that of course they claimed they hadn't debr
iefed him. [Also, Fox of DIA said 

every intelligence service in the world woul
d want to debrief Oswald. PDS: Including 

his own? 	EJE: Yes; let me give the r
easons: at one point Oswald claimed to 

know the apartment layout of Kyril Mazarov (
phonetic), who is a possible successor 

of Brezhnev. Also, the CIA was running a mar
kings program on Soviet machine tools, 

trying to see when they changed - important 
re missile technology. Also, how the 

Russians handled defectors. Were they given
 drugs, isolated, etc? In case anyone 

wanted to send a fake defector. PDS: What a
bout ONT? EJE ((seeming a bit eviasive)): 

Webster case discussed. CIA psychiatrist - 
code name Robert Taylor ((not clear 

if this is Webster's or the shrink's))... So
, maybe if they thought LHO was very 

hostile, which is the only explanation EJE c
ould get, they would use an unwitting 

debriefing. PDS: Are you suggesting DeM? E
JE: That's what he told me,] in the 

last interview he had with me. [PDS: With a
nybody.] ((EJE sounds a bit sensitive 

here.)) [EJE: He had worked for everyone. He
 admitted that the Russians had 

approached him. He's charming, very professi
onal, not a fool during the interview. 

[PDS: Reports that he was not all sane?] 

[EJE: He listened to my questions, etc. Fin
ally admitted that Moore asked 

him to see Oswald. DeM knew who I was, may h
ave been trying to confuse me by 

blaming the CIA.] 

(013) 	[LL: Did he strike you as on the brink of s
uicide? Had you gotten into an 

uncomfortable area? Have you ruled out murd
er?] 

[EJE: It was a very disturbing think; if yo
u asked 100 people about a suicide's 

behavior just before, they would say they sa
w nothing odd, because you don't want 

to admit you did; I saw nothing odd.... I 
was suspicious. PDS: When was the 

admission about Moore? EJE: An hour or two b
efore; just before, he was claiming 

he was being blackmailed; talked about the 
inscribed photo. PDS: Did you see 

that photo? EJE: Yes. The picture seemed to
 implicate DeM and Marina in prior 

knowledge of the Walker shooting; maybe some
one was blackmailing him....] 

(050) 	[EJE: CIA was doing expedite check. CIA tol
d him that a security check on 

a U.S. citizen is almost unheard of; done on
 an employee or applicant, or a possible 

penetrator. CIA wouldn't tell him why it wa
s requested on DeM. When the Senate 

Committee (sic) gets the answer, we'll know 
if he's CIA.] 

(085) 	[PDS: Suppose the CIA did debrief Oswald; di
dn't Helms lie at least about 

the contemplating of that? Any reason to be
lieve Helms?] 

[EJE: The CIA officer said nothing was ever
 done; it seems to be a techni-

cality whether it was contemplated or not,] (
but) the possibility that the CIA lied 

seems very live to me; [I asked people in ot
her intelligence agencies if they 

thought that was possible, and they said,] y
es, because once the CIA admitted a 

contact with Oswald, it could never prove th
at it broke the contact.... I'm 

convinced that they debriefed him, and that 
this paper he wrote,"The Collective" 

was written at the behest of George DeM [whi
ch is why his family are the only 

people to have seen it. The question is whet
her they did a witting or unwitting 

debriefing. He has asked the CIA if the IG 
checked the Dallas office.] 

(115) 	[PDS: Did you ask Fox if DIA debriefed Oswa
ld?] 

[EJE: I'm not sure DIA existed then; Fox sa
id he didn't know of any such 

debriefing, but he would assume that it was 
done for them by ONI, FBI, or CIA, 

and] that he assumed it had to be done at so
me level. [I'm talking about what 

he assumed, not what he knew. The more inter
esting ((who says??)) thing I discussed 

with Fox was the damage assessment when he d
efected....] ((EJE sounds evasive to me.)) 

(EJE commented skeptically on the alleged no
nexistence of ONI records.) 

[PDS: What about Angleton's pre-assassinati
on interception of the letters; 

you say Angleton was aware of that correspon
dence, right?] 

EJE: Yes, and let me just mention one other
 thing in support of what you're 

saying. [Nosenko gave CIA very important in
formation in 1962 re the mole - 

defectors could confirm if Nosenko was in th
e tourist department in 1959 - a reason 

for the CIA to get info from Oswald. Thirdly
, Oswald was contacting Kostikov and 

Gerasimov...] ((Definitely sounds like Epste
in evaded this question - or, at least, 

he didn't get the point.)) 
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e. 

(180) 	[EJE: Kostikov was under intense surveillance; was associated with oil 
pipeline sabotage; CIA told FBI pre-11/22 that Oswald had met Kostikov.] The 
FBI probably knew anyhow; they probably traced Oswald to some little restaurant 
in Mexico City...) 

[PDS brings up Cubela, Cuba] 
[EJE: all these things would have brought Oswald to the attention of - in 

fact, the CIA asked for a list of FPCC organizers. I'm not disagreeing with your 
contention that the CIA and FBI had an interest in Oswald.] 

[PDS: You said the CIA intercepted Oswald's Powers letter. Wouldn't that 
have made him high-priority interest?] 

(207) 	[EJE: Not conceivable to me that it's other than as you say, but when you 
talk to CIA people, they say, we had so many people to debrief... Powers was so 
convinced that Oswald had given the Soviets information, and I couldn't see why 
he was so sure, just from deductive evidence; I thought he was a pretty honest guy;] 
I thought in the 3 or 6 months that the CIA debriefed him, they asked him questions 
about Oswald that triggered his mind, and [[I thought that]] he couldn't say that, 
because he was probably - he was still getting paid by the CIA. 

ILL talks about collection bias, the Reader's Digest connection problem, etc.; 
supposed LHO was an out-of-control CIA agent; was EJE's objectivity damaged; 
isn't Angleton the perfect person to float another legend, that the CIA was just 
inept? Maybe the CIA was preparing to send him to Mexico, for example?) 

(261) 	[EJE: There are 2 parts to that. First, was he recruited by the CIA pre- 
defection?] I started with that hypothesis, [and found that he was an unlikely 
candidate, and there was no time. Second possibilty: that he was recuited upon 
his return. That's much likelier, because they would have had a reason. If you 
want to go to the idea that he was an FBI or CIA agent, you look there, not at 
the pre-defection stage. About the objectivity: the stuff in the RD is not exactly 
pro-FBI...] 

[PDS: Angleton and Sullivan were both forced out; not just personal grudges, 
but very committed to greater vigilance.) 

[EJE: I'll get to that, but I don't think that the RD link-) They really 
didn't have anything to do with the research; an outline was never submitted to them; 
they didn't know what the book was about until they received it. And I'm sure that 
the Washington office of the Reader's Digest - [interrupted - LL suggested that 
they could just give Angleton to Epstein late in the project, and expect him to 
run with it.] 

[EJE: The RD's interest was that the book on the KGB was] heavily spoon-fed 
to them by Nosenko, and it has a completely different tack- 

PDS: But let's face it, by the CIA? EJE: By the CIA, absolutely, absolutely. 
I shouldn't say absolutely! (All laugh) Certainly the CIA gave them a lot of 
information for the KGB book. PDS: Would that have been Angleton specifically? 
EJE: [No; Angleton refused to speak to Barron; he was very much against that book, 
because it portrayed the KGB as a bunch of thugs; Angleton considered them 
sophisticated and elegant opponents;) his view was that that was all a disinformation 
operation, from Nosenko to - so that we would lose - if you read Colby's book, [he 
says that Angleton spends too much time dramatizing the capacity of the KGB, which 
is just a bunch of thugs. Yes, the book comes in large part from Angleton, Sullivan, 
etc., the main part comes from the Soviet Russia Division, who are also disgruntled, 
although they and Angleton hate each other. I spoke to some current CIA people -
Helms, IG Gordon Stewart, John Hart, who are part of the book. It's hard to be sure 
you're not being used. I spent 6 months going around to CI staff; when I got to 
speak to the Soviet Russia people in Brussels, I was told that much had'been left 
out - the '62 Golitsin story, moles.] 

(368) 	[PDS: Weren't you surprised by JJA's pre-ass'n knowledge of Oswald; the Powers 
letter, Voloshin, etc., not given to the WC?) 

[EJE: I'm not sure about that; from the FOIA requests; they got a good deal 
of information; I think the WC just didn't want to deal with the problem of Russia. 
((Definitely evasive this time.)) CIA didn't give me photo of Voloshin, but would 
have given it to the WC. CIA and FBI were hoping things wouldn't come out.) 
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(400) 	[PDS: But wouldn't Angleton have wanted more to come out?] 

[EJE: There are 2 Angleton's - in and out of power. Now he sees his only 

chance of getting the mole story out is to flush it out through the Senate Select 

Committee or a journalist; in 1963, he was practically running the CIA; he was 

the most powerful man there, didn't want even his name to come out. CIA had 

interests in the Cubela stuff not coming out.] 

[Concluding discussion about whether the case can be solved, etc. EJE 

thinks that guns b bullets may be a blind alley; with one gunman, there could 

still be a conspiracy; the second alternative is looking at Oswald's connections. 

Epstein does think it is a live case.] 

[End of highlights of interview of Epstein by Peter Dale Scott and Larry Lee of 

KSAN, taped 4/5/78. If the earlier pages of this interview (which starts on page 

14) are missing from your copy, they can be obtained on request.] 

Some general comments: Epstein has obviously thought about some of the 

evidence about Oswald and U.S. intelligence in a more subtle way than is reflected 

in the book. I don't think we have yet heard the full story of why the book is 

so asymmetric. It seems possible that editing was done to keep the book simple, 

and that Epstein actually believes it was done for stylistic reasons. I'm 

certainly not convinced that the book was not the result of an intelligence 

operation by the Angleton people, even if Epstein didn't know it. 

After the taping, Epstein inscribed Peter's copy of Legend with favorable 

comments about Peter's work, and gave him a New York phone number. Epstein 

supposedly claimed familiarity with our book, and recalled my help with Inquest. 

A few days ago, I was considering adding to these notes some speculation 

that the recent defection of Shevchenko at the U.N. was somehow connected to 

Epstein's disclosures about Fedora. I decided that this would make me sound 

too much like Mae Brussell or J. Jesus Angleton. However, I am informed that 

today's NY Times (and Time) report that Shevchenko has offered to tell us something 

about Fedora, for the right amount of money. Very interesting. 

So, I will mention my suspicion that there is more to the indictments of 

Gray, Felt, and Miller than meets the eye. I don't have any idea what it is; 

I'll just suggest that it might be worth the effort to ask people connected with 

this case if they can shed any light on the cases of Fedora, Nosenko, the mole 

in the FBI's NY office, or the Kennedy assassination. 
One thing that did catch my attention is that the NY FBI agent, LaPrade, 

specifically alleged that the Weathermen were tied to the PLO. It is now well 

known that Angleton doesn't care for the PLO at all, considering them a KGB front. 

It will be interesting to see if Angleton's Security and Intelligence Fund 

goes to bat for Gray et al., now that charges against Kearney have been dropped. 

More sources: 
(39) Hacker's review (NYRev, 4/V/78) is remarkably low key. In marked 

contrast to Hoch Ed Stetler, he finds the Oswald part more compelling than the mole 

part, and actually complains that Epstein "allows Angleton's recollections to 

wander far afield from Oswald." Some of Hacker's criticisms are well taken, but 

phrased most gently. Inquest is praised as the best single study of the assass-

ination, with no indication that Hacker had anything to do with it. 

(40) Courtesy of Peter Scott: NYT, 3/10/76, p. 1 - a story by Crewdson 

about alleged penetration of the FBI. The source is a former intelligence official, 

presumably Angleton (or maybe Sullivan). Golitsin is named, and quite a bit of 

his story is told, including the claim that the FBI had been damaged worse than the 

CIA. The story of the stolen documents which were offered back to the FBI is 

mentioned. Very interesting; and another reason to wondering about the chronology 

of Epstein's project. By 3/10/76 he was certainly well into it. In New York, 

(part I, p. 38), he said he didn't know of any previous mention of Stone's story. 

Hmm. Was this Crewdson story Angleton's first attempt, which didn't take, without 

the sex appeal of the Oswald angle? Hmm. 
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' st times. of the' pfterteal Goat t 
11.-enetratIne • of ther...1..eireates 
Washinetort lIcid,refflee, a wit 
tot rep kerirt frbrn:1.11.1. head- 
quertert 	wheedle federal 
investlf,aLions in !hit dry, r ' 

The burr' u"s stisriciona,■ r.re 
flat ,rot 	lathe eerty.:19W's 
the . former offlsetl; _rtealled. 
when Ihree7top • sacre:i 'doc-
uments .rware distotettd 
be cd...11.-.z.truna; the 41eld-ot• 
fln. fioe. 	• : '..••• • -• 	• 

__.heir_*ctrippcivr_rtxurit,a 
unknoivn. he..Isid. 
;made& Soviet-QM-Ws Some-
wbereatehe,weeld appnac.heil 

offered to rell• Mtn" Liak:),hree 
dawn len hi far S10,096.--e 

That 	the first indication, 
the former eifficial.seirli'fthet 
the "missing papers 
late Soviet hands _ . . 

ceurecrintelligtece'spe: 
:enlist% ' he -seed, later' rec'cived 
In formation ...fld 'an 'a gene • Le 
the Wes:tin:too - office wleo.latri 
had Frer-4:11tIte 44cuncerito 
tied peen 	 ,paid 
rerrativ•cf-the KC.% presurni 
ably to tele 	elf eauellan- 
till garnblirvi debts .he apa, vac- 

:• 	• .. 	- 	• 
Idre.41114 	-Ma t 

the:neat Would makeIctmlect 
at .e. cortein hour *ifh ins' So: 
viet "centre?' from a •tqt•photse  

the booth-under- survei ienee. 
DeCaUSt" the man . could be 

eXpecled-L ta7reckrgnizehisfeol-
lczgues-frarn thezWashirizon 
office,. the • former •officlal said 
that urxlrrcover7oecnes irons 
the ' lTanhnoie Mks.. were 
brought In for the task.% 	!- 
, The tuspected agent did are 
rive it the oppoInted time the 
former official raid, entered the 
telephone booth, dialed a num". 
her and then hung up—cetan. 
deed ..Soviet Intelligence tech-
nique for Initieting ctelephotee 
contact. • _ 	. • 

A fen- minutes later. Wats 
airrned, in and around the resr 
mutant- heard • the telephone 
ring and saw the -F.B.I.-man 
stung' 	lt-Aftte-en-esdended 
eoavai'satioil he left lhe:b6oth, 
only to recognize one of the 
supposedly incognito Badman 

• The •Washiriaon. agent. 1, 
former_ article, Feld, Iminedisi 

:-his7triatfcni 
With the Russians. A Fenn 
examination--proved hoarse 
sive' and he was allowed y 
resign quietly. . 	• I 

FC7re r t al Is wore  svelte' 
about' the New York Mei& 
except that the intasoal haver 
gallon 

 
Of the euapectesi eel 

there continued. as cite bun 
official said, 'Ice a long Unay 
• But several Intelligtmee 
elide said Owe it WAS man 
fry= Ors inddene .erseeihed I 
published : .a‘cyunts mem, 
months "ego, la which in e-s 
In. the. tier- Yolk. City • 
orate-became •Lnvoived 
• -Waitress. in an Tact -Si 
reateurant frequented try;'* 
reka keenTIT It 
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S'",";"."47.nr"..  ' - -.•••./... vimnumnawinrrtml tr.. Mr .....11‘ ■ .4 M.., • I.M.P.t IIIIM 

41111MlneleXiracis Il'0111''.an important new irryrk by 
Ke.riiiedy'„?.. EDWAI1D;JAY FIFIMEIN;.which indicates•• .. 
is.killer, ';':strongly thatl•Oswit!cl was an agent of the 
used hy ';c1 M,13. 10(1•V EpAnin ■ iiscnsges the is,,ups 

reopen..J.. raised by i .'anoraina awl 'oohs al. other . . 
):z4ibility ..-•••unansweretl• questions such as the true role 
le was a.; :;of the• shadowy George Dc Mohrensehilitt .. 
rks ..Tha.•.'' 'surd 'the 'series of ' deaths. invoNiag , key..' 
:Ntepded'-'1igures...in- the- affair. 	• .. • - • • ,. • 	- . 

• 1. 
klmw:I=Li-3rn.,„...—re,-,-77..-,---_---7.--..---7---.-" -1 

•• ••,..t•i . 	 . 
are "now established by 'the ' ceivabie to me that in the brat 

Inspeatnr.t;enern1 :'.. - . 	 of these cliscus•drthl some Cuban 

the sintinet;, of
1913 0,, CIA niTrials meni Ited eii her the. 

ne innlved with Cultelk in . ,,I.'.sosaqsitiL,r-141,i:InwpI rliis agi •1 ■ 11A..itlititaillarno 

t to afsiSsinate Castrn. .., c 	" 

•-11Faills1  . Cuban "witim ' I began my re,.earett. If 
• 

ors11/grallate4. (0:11,11tid. ,;',n  Oswald had brea 	CIA .1r:out lit:  
folltniatting,'  Castro, P115411,,".1f patched nil and, 	sensitive ntis- 

;' ths*.sPreatf:rePort%t of  1" .,.ion I anUttleil an it wtirking 

ing bef§thil.trlp,  tn.blesico 1... 
hypothesis that he waned hate to 

.!1-0111)49 	 ' have been remitted nod trained 	 PM"' 	017 	. 

air a ptle 	striation of an out. anti September - 1:n alien he 

rittairn 	ge ' ,Whether he ..,.defreted In Russia, As a ill at tirat 

.nioner this would tenulre sonic 

t thotr..r,itbeiti certainly had interlude In -  If Marine service 

.pportublo' to inspire Oswald when he was tEntich -II from dotty 

atiorteke dg,  violent Oct. Ile and trained. Since Ike %%arm 

.iled,UrMetic0 on SePletnher Conmoissiun infervier.ed only nun*  

cording to 1111 wife for theMarine wion knew Oswald dating 

oseorpr,ori.og his loyalty'  to 

,

his tour of Japan and the•I'a, die, 

Ilttrintir- ind helm; not-Anted and left a number'  of MI lit:Mill 

a.,.1.ftiaikr • of ' the 	Cuban blank, in hi; service rernrol. h. 

InclOtt,'-`10svtald apt' ars to taumied at least .concelvahle that . 

i'hiefiktPagt three meetings - he had been sotiatited from hie .  

Cuban officials. Whitt liaip• regular dully. 

.1 at these.  meetings Is wt.. 

, but according to various 

hs, Civald..appenrs In have 

into'17anlargusn4nt with the 

Iv • about -7,•whether he had 
1,._. J.' “... er....a L... odwn.lea r.,.. 

" , 

leaders. It ;tit; "Uric; have been 

,belle satisfied himself that that Oswald took this as march-. 

citoodY. '"Administration woo  ' log orders' Cu attempt such an  

ii] aur- Plot. through •.11-  oir"."7 ansassimoti.or and Cowl 11.. ,110‘e. 

with '  Mitunrod Vit7geraltt. a' i i i i. m., 1. ...,_, 	.. 
1 1 r xi, i.."1111^11.,'. 1ri will 

raOring 4 CIA , official who the apr•roval tel the Ctoitaiss. 

Iserited,-;'; himself • as 	an 	 . 

sari'  of-Robert-Kennedy (and •rYourr book makes the case that 

rindeed,,ton.•-• Inclentillibla .0sivald •  mos a low level ornrt q , 

, il'ovklorr. :. .. . 	, 	. , • Sovirt bitelliArtice WM) nit' imink. 

.sire falinese of Oils plod in 	Is it rot •-ittr1ifil Pos.ii'Se that 

aututn , , ., _,C",of„,.3963 (nrobably °mad taus a l000-fevei CLI agent 

t .-th".(:141100,4 himself), ' and sent to Russia at t1 priOlICV 

d■ ..IF:-Ptsbbc„tftyverning' ..that • tiefector ? 	•• , 	• . 	 : 

rAtait:Oeinitift • wnu itl.. not he .;.,•• . 
I considered , this tomnibility 

fitittitiritncither question. 

Itrowuvlr, when I Intaled some 

'sixty ctio...r Marintsi who 

withftse:al•Iii various point 7 in bit 
caret r, those r.aros wore flatirons. 

filedfuMtn ..ts w etre f.hond who 

no, 

 

1 dattr.eolits 	,A le.r.•:iont, he 	.invocitttiolia with .Satic't .  

,,1,1,1 bit 	 11. 	 ger.CO. 	pswaldr.  litsbrit:ato•do..417,.),; 

r 	 I'd 1.'t 	tat-1 0..t•alti 	 Or false la.nitraphy,.(9.1. 

r•••riven 	ano.e-irahle ditch:Tee toitol...eif before .returning to the 
from his reset ye molt and returned o!!., tied 	FAL interviews,• and 1 4  

10 	life of neat-woo It 11 I 

On the miler hand, 	,.,, ten, 

'het traiald ot- 	 1 1 .:of 

Saviet 	 ; t•ment. Ile 

defeeto.d 	tin.  Soy:,  111. 41n. 

with oontmotvn fond.., met tb,.11 

uileted fled Stivio 	aremtting 

ids own ;111mb:tint', ci,"tt•ified nt111-  

tar:,  so 1'114s of srerill intertnt. 

A!. prowl'  in Ilk dowe,.ity t 1 the 

;ot.iets. he loondod his thr.sport 

to lite 	E11111.1  .y in klosrow. 
. 	. r 

Itt.mpled' 	cone.eal his rolove:,1,7 

, 	;11'1.c 
. 

.` The Warren (!mtiari.:F um, thoil 

t:20 mem) other 3 tr rfaLf oueeli4, 

thc ?lost preform, p•IrS have il.aceiVi;.•• 

■! ■iic:1 the 7teubt case. !low cani7 

mitt hope to come tip with any, nelOrfl-• mutt 
 or dijerent anstocr ?; 

I began by reireriat: the Idtk1.1 

Ulm there wav sometitiog tu:,v to
he found out • ammo loolllet.40 .  

wounds, • or the , grassy knoll.T.. 

In:aead r asked::: Why did' halts,'  

Harvey ..Oswald , defect to the,, 

Soviet. 	Union 	in ' 19r.q? 

seemed ineredihle•  to me that 

20year•ehl Marine ..woodd sod off ` 
denly deride to'  leaVe his family '  

mid friends and go to live, in a., 

suanne country. I 'recant.. inter. 

cried in the questinn of motive. 

I ..vanted to know what. liap..4 

Irene(' to Oswald it the Marino'? 

CIIITR. The Warren re.mmilsion -; 

hod questioned nnly 11,11. M.trirto'  , 

who served with Oswald at the: '! 

Atsugi air hale in Japan. With 

the help , of four researchers, 

. 	 -  
• ' Continued an.. • ' 
• next page 	,®.yti  

. 	• . 

courant :11.  l nod lo 	tcc a limited • 

Colette' tot area loi%1••fit ...•1 kito.reta; finely hand santfutl. 

• 

 

replicas els 1.1oidapostentirtancliosissronvack; 

slareollitta 1(0n, 

1)ttutcl 04  

• - ortlir, rib tt-nl nit 	do:airy:J.1i .11..-d maker of ie 

illSl flatil,•111,S. in t■415 he at 	,,Itoin patent for 

'a Portable rev: oh ea eke...tor b non oeter". 

• • 'I ho 	rumet el men tot tlUs edition is litmus= 
• 

and annotimed loo notritionn n 

pi 	 rho. Soviets with 

military tit • vets In etfret, 'to rot. 

himself comnirtelY il l 5.: evict 

hands for a Rye-an/1.4. 1mi( year 

period. In return. the MVO, a 

asnoriatedl 	 !•:ovivt 

provitl-el 	(.1 

WWI a subsidy to live tin, plush 

annulment, job and other 

amenities. 

After Oswald returned to the 

US. he tel 	a FBI lerme..r In 
submit to ot lie docent'.  tetil, keit. 

constantly in contact with Sroviot 

lianhassy ofoirials, and runincted 

. to knnwo Kftis officer, Kostikov, 

..in Mexico City. 

. Finally; some, allow( seemed to 

'•have been made to cover Oswald's 

worw-+•■• 

Tin IS WIF MN/ 	 • 

• the .1144'lleast. then, h.'s. .hy the CIA sometime between 

	

ilislied'I■that, Castro had a 11.157, when he joined the  71artIle% 	 y 	4 	An. 
moo a for ,  inspiring the , 	n I '5 -t'ear-old high wit,.1 do sp. 

11. 4' 

1111- 1Cleter. 

, 

111 14"ri3lina 	 1 .1 1 1.  
.1111, 

etlitiori 01.150 	,..111 111' 
it - 



13: 	 LEE LY C.!EiT! ASSFSEIN OF 

	

ECSI:.7 TO HIGHEST PRIORITY 	• 

.;NtO NAY HAVE PASSED TP:r aN TO THE RUSSIANS! 

Aire:C.7. A r-vrY r:ILEASED TODAY BY THE READERS DIGEST. 

THE STUE'Y ALIO CONCLUDES THAT THE UHt THE FBI AND THE 

SOVIET KGB WERE INVOLVED IN COVERUPS OF OSWALD'S L/ FE IN THE 

	

U.S. MAINES AND IN THE 'SOVIET UNION! WHERE HE LIVED AS A 	. 

DEFECTOR FROM 1559 TO 1962. 

THE 2 1.4-YEARI n0,000-DOLLAR INVESTIGATION WAS CONDUCTED 

BY EDWARD J. EPSTEIN' A LEADING fiMERICAN CRITIC OF THE OFFICIAL 

_WARREN CCWMISS/ON PROBE OF THE KENNEDY FicSASSINATION. 

CALLED. 41 LEGENDs THE SECRET LIFE OF LEE HARVEY OSWALD" iT 

FOCUSES ON AREAS OF OSWALD'S LIFE NOT TOUCHED ON BEFORE BY 

EITHER JOURNALISTS OR GOVERNMENT INVESTIGATORS' ESPECIALLY HIS 

ACCESS TO MILITARY SECRETS WHEN HE WAS A MARINO AND HIS LIFE • 

IN RUSSIA. 

MORE '1453 1 	
1 

R45g 
R ii,-,3)2/JivwyDRyP, 

.0swAL2 2 NEW YORK 
,THE STUDY DOES NOT CHALLENGE THE OFFICIAL THEORY THAT 

OSWALD ACTED AS A LONE ASSASSIN IN THE KENNEDY MURDER. 

BUT IT REVEALS FOR THE FIRST TIME THAT A KGB "DEFErToR" 

ARRIVED IN THE UNITED STATES JUST AS PRESIDENT JOHNSON WAS 

PUSHING THE HARREN COMMISSION TO FINISH ITS STUDY. THE DEFEC,TOR 

CLAIMED THAT WHILE IN RUSSIA THE SOVIET KGB INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

DID NOT POTHER WITH OSWALD BECAUSE IT CONSIDERED HIM UNSTABLE. 
ACCORD1N1 TO EPSTEIN, THIS DEFECTOR'S STORY WAS A "LEGEND" , 

-- THE ESPIONAGE WORLD'S TERM FOR A COVER STORY -- AND THE CIA 

WAS SUCCESSFULLY PREVENTED FROM BREAKING THE DEFECTOR'S STORY 

'BY 3, EDGAR HOOVER THEN HEAD OF THE FBI. 
THE DEFECTOR WAS NAMED YURI NOSENY01 AND HE CLAIMED TO HAVE 

BEEN IN CHARGE OF OSWALD' S KCB FILE. EPSTEIN SAYS THAT NOSENKO 

	

CLAIMED THE !:,:GB HAD NO INTEREST WHATSOEVER IN OSWALD AND 	, I 

RECOMMEHOED THAT HE GO BACK TO THE U.S. 

OSWALD, AFTER BEING MUSTERED OUT OF THE MARINES IN 1959, 

' WENT TO MOSCOW' WHERE HE RENOUNCED HIS U.S. CITIZENSHIP. 

EPSTEIN SAYS NOSENKOIS CLAIMS RAN COUNTER TO ALL STANDARD 

KGB PROCEDURES IN DEALING WITH U.S. DEFECTORS AND WHEN THE CIA , 

WANTED TO ,FOLLOW THE MATTER UP THE FBI STEPPED 

MORE i456 

nm. 



• 

HE SPIE 	P.7.-=:::q THE FBI DECIDED TO "DOMINATE THE 

SITUATION" WAS THAT MR. HOOVER FEARED ANY INFORMATION SHOWING 

OSWALD HFIr.  A SINISTER RELATIONSHIP WITH THE KGB WOULD EXPOSE 

.HIS DRGANIZATION. 

HOOVER AND OTHER TOP FBI EXECUTIVES BELIEVED THAT THE 

AGENCY BOTCHED ITS INVESTIGATION OF OSWALD ON, HIS RETURN TO THE 

UNITED STATES FROM THE SOVIET UNION. 

EPSTEIN SAYS THAT HOOVER PREVENTED THE CIA FROM ASKING 

NOSENKO 44 KEY OliESTIONS EVEN THOUGH THE DEFECTOR APPEARED TO 

CHANGE HIS acc012NT ABOUT OTHER ASPECTS OF HIS LIFE IN THE KGB. 

HOOVER USED A SOVIET DOUBLE AGENT WORKING PT THE UN/TED 

NATiONC 70 CHECK HOSENKO'S ACCOUNT, THIS AGENT! CODE-NAMED 

"FEDORA" VERIFIED NOSENKO'S STORY' BUT THE CIR FELT THAT FEDORA 

HIMSELF MIGHT HAVE BEEN A KGB PLANT. 

THE CIll's THEN DIRECTORS RICHRRD HELMS, MET SECRETLY WITH 

CHIEF SUPREME 'COURT JUSTICE EARL WARREN AND LET HIM KNOW FOR 

THE FIRST TIME ABOUT CIA SUSPICIONS OF NOSENRO,, AS A RESULTS 

THE WARREN-  COMMISSION .DECIDED NOT TO, CALL NOSENKO AS A WITNESS. 

KOH 1458 

k460 

R 114020)4mcYNcu 

OsxF!:: 4 NEW YORK 

EPSTEIN CLAIMS OSWALD'S BArKGROUND AS A MARINE HAS COVERED 

UP 

 

EY U.S. INTELL/GENrr AGENCIES. HE SAYS OSWALD! WHILE A 

MARINE PADAR COHTROLLEP IN JAPA, TAIWAN! THE PHILIPPINES AND 

CALIFORNIA, HA ACCESS TO HIGHEST PRIORITY INFORMATION 

- INCLUDING HOW THE THEN-zr....Kc; U 2 SPY PLANE WORKED. 

EPSTEIN SAYS CSPALO WITNESSED REPEATED TAKEOFFS OF THE U-2 

AT A J.S. AIR EASE AT ATSUGI, JAPAN! AND COULD HAVE KNOWN /TS ..  

RATE OF CLIMB, PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS AND CRUISING 

ALTITUDES,, 
EPSTEIN W1OTES ONE UNNAMED OFFICER AS SAYING OSWALD SHOWED ' 

AN EXTRAORDINARY INTEREST IN THE PATH OF THE PLANEs WHICH HAS 

THEN CONSIDERED TO BE THE HIGHEST PRIORITY TARGET OF SOVIET 

INTELLIGENCE. 
• IN ADDITIONS INFORMATION WHICH OSWALD COULD HAVE KNOWN 

INCLUDES HEIGHT LIMITATIONS OF AMER/CAN RADAR, KIND SPOTS 

CAUSED BY GROUND TRAFF/Cs SECRET MILITARY RADIO FREqUENCIESs 

,CALL SIGNS AND CODES. 

HE ALSO COULD HAVE HAD ACCESS TO ALL SECURITY PROCEDURES 

.°A. 	FOR CHANGING COORS AND THE LOCATION AND RANGE OF U.S. AIRCRAFT 

( 



:1-4-11:7-r-7-- 	i ry 

EPSTE;.': 
AtE; TETAILS HOW rJEWALD ECTED CN THE 
	FE SE'2 	

TALYING MOFE AND Yr:FE IN CO'TU'IIST FLOCANE. EFSTE"/ 	
TPE FOSSIE/LITY THAT OSWALD WAE PECRUITEC EY THE SOVIET! AS AN FGENT WHILE HE H 
	STILL rhl T‘IE MARINE. THE FIFFT PART OF "

LEGEND" IE TO EE FUELIcHED THIE THUPFT:Fr IN THE NAFt-H ISEUE'OF THE READER'F DST 
	SECOND PART WILL 

COME OUT IN THE hPRIL DIGEET AND COINCIDE WITH FUELICATION OF 

THE COMFLETE BOOP. 78E WORK IS ER=ZE ON A STUDf OF 10,00(1 PAGES 

'LF PREVIO:ELY CLASSIFIED INFORMATION AND INTEFV/EWS WITH MORE 
THAN 400 PEOPLE. 

ONE OF THE 400 WAS GEORGE DEMOHRENSCHILDT1 WHOM THE FBI ESLIEVEE 	
ASSOCIATED AT ONE TIME WITH FOUR DIFFERENT 

:NTELLICECE AGENCIES. 

DEMOHFFNECPILCT, WHO YNEN OSWALD AFTER 'THE LATTER RETURNED. 0 THF 	
/NTEPVIENED ey EFSTE/N FOR A DAY AND A HALF 4 1976. DUFING h LUNCH-

EREAK, HE WAS FOUND WITH HIS HEAD BLOWN

• 
FF A F

TAFENTLY kY A SELF-INFLICTED EHOTGUN BLAST.' 
DIGEcT ZPCvSENOMAN TODAY 

SAID 
SHE DID NOT KNOW IF EPSTEIN 

AS PELE TO INTERVIEW NOSENKOY WHO IS STILL BELIEVED TO 
BE 

:SL AG IN THE UNITED STATES. 
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You know the Mechanics 
Rank. 

For over 70 years we've 
been here in the East Ray con-
tributing to the growth of our 
people and communities. 

In that time we've helped 
thousands of families just like 
yours build new homes. Or 
improve the ones they own. 

We've helped hundreds of new 
East Bay businesses get off the 
ground. And we've loaned money 
to many more to expand or get 
through hard 
times. 

..,t1(0. 	r,'tirlti7Q 4.) (90170 thiKWO.E.) s 	(/ , 	. 

inficy5acill'oDD 1K) U2? 
NF,W YoKK (AM 

Ilarvey Omellil may have 
provided the Seviet 
with Freret information 
about Ihe 	 U 2 
plane. marline it to shout 
down Freeeis Gaily Pow. 
ers' spy ebuie in WO. ac• 
cording to a new honk by 
author Edward Jay Eps-
tein. 

Epstein Also says in his 
book, "Legend: The Secret 
World of Lee Harvey Os-
weld," that the VOL noxi-
ous to suppni I its finding 
that Oswald acted atone in 
the Issas:-,In:ilion of Presi-
dent John V. Kennedy, re-
lied upon sintements of a 
Russian defeetnr vhn may 
have been a Seviet secret 
agent trying to dispel any 
connection between Os-
wald and Soviet intelli-
gence. 

And in an interview in 
the current issue of New 
York magnzine, Epstein 
says that In 1962 a Soviet 
official attached to the Un-
ited Nations duped former 
FBI Director J. Edgar 
Hoover into thinking he 
had defected as a Soviet 
secret police officer and 
fed Hoover false Informa-
tion about Russian ac- 

I iv it les, e infant-in ti en Met 
w:ts paseed on to the White 
Itowe. 

ITh.rein says Iteov.:r l'o-
11"3.141 that W1111 lit2 11'411 of 
VII! (drilla! — cede named 
-Eviler:1" — he yield 
etinireie with the CIA, and 

Ifoover dill not pv59 
tin Infullitatinn on to Ill?. 
CIA end refirril in disrlare 
'Tanta's-  Ideality to the 
Devilry. Epstein says Dint 
from Itee until 197T, "Fed-
ora" provided the FBI 
with mislemling Informa-
tion on a wide range of 
snb

Iwo
,jeel e,. 

excerpts of Epe-
tein's book are in the 
March issue of fliNuter'S 
Uil eat, ‘virich will publish 
the beak in April. Lpstein, 
who had examined the 
Warren Commission's in-
vcr,tinntion of Kennedy's 
n:sassination in the 19G5 
Crook -Inquest," said his 
latest work is based on in-
formation from present 
and former CIA, FBI and 
other officials. 

In writing on Oswald and 
the U-2, Epstein says that 
while Oswald was a 
Marine radar controller at 
AVIlei Air Ilase in Japan 
in I117, he Ire itentl saw 

. the I.1-2 take off arri land 
and heard Its high eltitude 
requests for weather In-
fvertilimi on the rathio. s 

that 
'• alrl )irovi41011 

lvforinrition either 
he 1,1q111•1`11 

I I. 	■ '..it.`1 U111011 that 
•,'. ':1 'H ■ "1 to knock. 

• ee eddle it 
;: 	orei 11,1: 1'4tViti  

Antrles in 1977 when the 
helleopter he was flying! 
for a rrtlio station cr:1-h:71. 

I.:p• [chi nlr'o says 	hi.; 
Ittselt thvt lly■ I. Ill !'1•11ell 
upon the statenielits of 
Yuri Nasenlln, who tle. 
feeted in early PSI 
niter Kennedy's aseaelina-
tion and writ U.S. itilelli-
enre gents that Oswald 

had no tics to the Soviet 
secret police. 

At the tune, the Warren 
Commision was trying to 
determine whether Oeweld 
acted niece.% as the FPI 
rrrnclodra, or w;et. pal t of a 
foreign conspirecy in the 
shooting of Kennedy on 
Nev. 22, ICS, in Dallas. 

According to Epstein, 
James J. Angleton, former 
chief of the CIA's counter- 
intelligence 	section, 
sepreted that Nosenko was 
not really a defector but 
had been sent by the Ran-
siAns to deceive American 
intelligence officials and 
was still working for the 
Russian secret police, the 
KGB. 

The ti•uory that Nosenko 
was a bogus defector was 
conveyed privately in 
mid-Mi to then-Chief Jus-
tice Earl Warren by 
Itichard Helms, then head 
of the CIA's covert opera-
tions division, Epstein 
said. 

The chief Justice was 
rielken by the questions 
Helms rained, Epeelin 
stlys, but at a closed meet-
ing i nter that saran day, 
the Warren Commission 
&elided not to interrogate 
I . 	-Ilea. 
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Wreckage of Gary Powers' U-2 CIA spy plane on display In Moscow in 1960 

V as Lee I larvey Oswald an informer 
who gave U.S. military secrets to the 

Soviet Kon? Was he involved in the fa- 
mous dots mile of the 11 7 spy 	A 
taritall'ilig new hook presents strong ev-
idence that Oswald's connections with the 
KGB were closer and more devious than 
the public has been lcd to believe. 

The book, Legend: The Secret World 

of Lee Harvey Oswald. is the result of 21.4 
years of work by Reader's Digest editors 
and researchers, who acquired many FM 

and CIA documents under 
the Freedom of Information 
Act and,in addition, covered 
sonic. 150.000 miles in 26 
states and nine nations to in-
terview Oswald's former as-
sociates. It was written by 
Edward Jay Epstein. a care-
ful academic researcher 
whose 1966 book. Inquest, 

first revealed the flaws in the 
Warren Commission's in-
vestigation but did not con-
jure up any wild conspiracy 
theories. 

Epstein still refuses to 
draw flat conclusions. Yet he 
weaves a skein of circum-
stantial evidence suggesting that Oswald 
learned key perforMance data on the CIA's 
U-2 plane while serving as a Marine ra-
dar controller at Atsugi, Japan. in 1957. 
and that he provided information to the 
Soviets either then or upon his defection to 
Russia in 1959. Oswald's information, the 
book suggests. enabled the Soviets to rede-
sign their rocket-guidance systems so as to 
knock CIA Pilot Gary Powers out of the air 
over the Soviet Union on May 1, 1960. 

Oswald's Marine specialty. radar coo- 

Nation 

troller, required abuse-average intelli-
gence, and he ranked seventh in his train- 
ing class in Biloxi, Miss 	 From visual, 
railitimid 	 vat 	 .it Akiigi, one 
base from which the U-2 operated, Os-
wald could have learned much about its 
speed, rate ofclimb and altitude. 

Oswald. according to /..egemi, later 
told friends that he had moved in a Com-
munist circle in Tokyo when off duty from 
Atsugi. Other Marines were surprised to 
learn that he spent some of his liberty 

.".• hours at the Queen Bee, one 
of Tokyo's three most expen-
sive nightclubs and a sus-
pected hangout fur intelli-
gence agents from various 
nations. Even though dates 
there cost up to S WO a night 
and Oswald took home less 
pay than that in a month. he 

! began appearing at Atsugi 
. with one of the Queen Bee's 

prettiest hostesses. When he 
was assigned temporarily to 
lwakum, a U.S. airbase 430 
miles from Tokyo, Oswald 
was seen with an attractive 
Eurasian woman. "She was 
much too good-looking for 

Bugs IOswaldl," said one Marine. 
The book claims that the KG it coached 

Oswald in preparing a false diary of his 32 
months in Russia so that U.S. intelligence 
sources would find Oswald's reasons for 
wanting to return to the U S. credible. It 
never explains, however, exactly why the 
Kan was willing to help Oswald be repa-
triated or why it aided his Russian wife 
Marina. the niece of a military official in 
Minsk. in going to America with him. Nor 
does it imply that Oswald acted on KGB 

orders in killing President Kennedy. 
After the 1963 assassination. accord-

ing to Legend. the KGn planted a false de-
fector called Nosenko in the U S for the 
specific purpose of convincing U S  uatcl- 
ligence that Oswald had been considered 
so unreliable that the KGB had not even 
taken up his offer to divulge U.S. military 
secrets when he first arrived in Moscow. 

of the beitk centers on thr M 
ingle: between the CIA and the I HI over 
Nosenko's credibility. Disinclined to be-
lieve him. the CIA drcw up 44 questions 
that it wanted the Flit, which was de-
briefing Nosenko, to ask him. The Flies 
J. Edgar Hoover refused to permit such 
questioning. The reason, according to Ep-
stein, was that Hoover took pride in the. 
information he was getting from another 
alleged .Knit defector, called Fedora. re-
dor a had verified some portions of Nosen-
ko's story—and if Nosenko had been 
shown to be a false defector, that would 
have meant that I luover's source too was 
a mos-planted double agent. Eventually. 
the CIA put aside its suspicions. 

In retracing Oswald's movements af- 
ter he returned to the U.S.. the book is less 
persuasive in implying that he remained a 
KG n informant. It cites his temporary em-
ployment at a typesetting company in 
Dallas. where he gained access to Soviet 
and Cuban place names that the U S. 
Army had contracted to strip into classi-
fied maps. The only KGB contact suggest-
ed in the book is the mysterious oil geol-
ogist George de Mohrenschildt. who 
befriended the Oswalds in the Dallas area. 
Ile is portrayed as exaggerating the Os-
walds' marital problems in order to pro-
vide a reason fur Oswald to move away 
from Marina. De Mohrenschildt, whose 
clouded past included contacts with var-
ious intelligence agencies,. killed himself 
in 1977—two hours after being inter-
viewed by Epstein for Legend. 

Epstein claims that Oswald's pro- 
Cuba activities in the U.S. were designed 
to convince Havana officials that he was 
trustworthy enough to be admitted to 
Cuba in another planned defection from 
the U.S. The book traces Oswald's move-
ments in Mexico City, and includes U.S.-
monitored telephone conversations to the 
Soviet and Cuban embassies. Oswald's 
last known call in Mexico City was to 
make an appointment to sec a Soviet of-
ficial. described in the book as a member 
of the KGB department in charge of for-
eign espionage and assassinations. Os-
wald then returned to Dallas. 

Yet several stubborn facts block any 
implication that Oswald was directed by 
foreign agents to hunt down Kennedy in 
Texas. Ile found his job in the Texas 
School Book Depository building by 
chance, and long before it was known that 
Kennedy planned to ride in a motorcade 
past the building. If the killing actually 
was planned by foreign agents, Oswald 
was the luckiest assassin in history. It is 
far more likely that he saw his unexpect- 
ed opportunity—and took it. 	 • 

Was Lee Oswald a Soviet Spy? 
A fascinating new portrait of Kennedy's assassin 

t 

Marine Oswald in 1958 
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- LEE '1.r'EY es,;F:i_v5 ASSASSIN OF 

. 	
HAD A:Cr.:5 TO HIGHEST PR:OPITY 

,r7:"' ID MAY HAVE PASSED THEM ON TO THE RUSSIANS 

A 	PrLEASrD TODAY P.-
Y THE READERS DIGEST. 

THE STUDY AL 7rj CONCLUDES THAT THE 
CIA, THE FBI AND THr 

SOVIET KGB WERE INVOLVED IN COVEPUFS OF OSWALD'S LIFE IN THE 

	

U.S. MARINFS AND IN THE .SOVIET UNION, 
 WHERE HE LIVED AS A 	. 

DEFECTOR FROM 1959 TO 062. 
THE 2 1/2-YEAR! 260!000-00LLAR INVESTIGATION NRS CONDUCTED 

BY EDWARD J. EPSTEIN$ A LEADING PmERICAN CRITIC OF THE OFFICIAL 

WARREN COMMISSION PROBE OF THE KENNEDY 9SEASS1NATION. 

CALLED."LEGENDI THE SECRET LIFE OF LEE HARVEY OSWALD
"  IT 

FOCUSES ON AREAS OF OSWALD'S LIFE NOT TOUCHED ON BEFORE BY 

EITHER JOURNALISTS OR GOVERNMENT INVESTIGATORS, ESPECIALLY HIS 

ACCESS. TO MILITARY SECRETS WHEN HE WAS A JIARINE) AND HIS LIFE 

IN RUSSIA. 

MORE •i453 	 A ' 

Aq5S 
R !r!'3)2UIVAYnRYR 

OSWALD 2  NEW YORK 
,THE STUDY DOES NOT CHALLENGE THE OFFICIAL THEORY THAT 

OSHALO ACTED AS 9 LONE ASSASSIN IN THE KENNEDY MURDER. 

BUT IT REVEALS FOR THE 'FIRST TIME THAT A KGB 
"DEFECTOR"  

ARRIVED IN THE UNITED STATES JUST AS PRESIDENT JOHNSON W85 

PUSHING THE WARREN COMMIcSION TO FINISH ITS STUDY. THE DEFECTOR
.  

CLAIMED THAT WHILE IN RUSSIA THE SOVIET KilB 
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

DID NOT BOTHER WITH OSWALD BECAUSE IT CONSIDERED HIM UNSTABLE. 

RCCORDING TO EPSTEINITHIS DEFECTOR'r STORY WAS A' "LEGEND" , 

-- THE ESPIONAGE WORLD'S TERM FOR A COVER STORY -- AND THE CIR 

WAS SUCCESSFULLY PREVENTED FROM BREAKING THE DEFECTOR'S STORY 

SY S. EDGAR WOOVER5 THEN HEAD OF THE FBI. 

THE DEFECTOR ARS NAMED YURI NOSEXKO
,  AND HE CLAIMED.  TO HAVE 

BEEN IN CHARGE OF OSWALD'S Ka 
FILE. EPSTEIN SAYS THAT NOSENKO :  

CLAIMED THE KGB HAD NO INTEREST WHATSOEVER IN OSWALD RND 
	, 

RECOMMENDED THAT HE GO BACK TO THE U.S. 
OSWALD; AFTER BEING MUSTERED OUT OF THE MARINES IN 059, 

' WENT TO MOSCOW,
• WHERE HE RENOUNCED HIS U.S. CITIZENSHIP. 

EPSTEIN SAYS NOSENKO'S CLAIMS RAN COUNTER TO ALL STANDARD 

KGB PROCEDURES IN DEALING WITH 11,S, DEFECTORS AND WHEN THE CIR 

WANTED TO,FOLLOW THE MATTER'UP, 
 THE FBI STEPPED IN. 

MORE 1456 

a  

• 1. 
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HE SAIC 7175. R7A'7ON THE FBI DErInEn TO "DOMINATE THE 

SITUATION" HAS THAT MR. HOOVER FEARED ANY INFORMATION SHOWING 

OSWALDHAU A S/NISTER RELATIONSHIP WITH THE KGB WOULD EXPOSE.  

HIS ORGANIZATION. 
HOOVER AND OTHER TOP FBI EXECUTIVES BELIEVED THAT THE 

AGENCY BOTCHED ITS INVESTIGATION OF OSWALD ON , HIS RETURN TO THE 

QMITED STATES FROM THE SOVIET UNION. 
EPSTEIN SAYS THAT HOOVER PREVENTED THE CI FROM ASKING 

NOSENKO 44 KEY COJESTION1. EVEN THOUGH THE DEFECTOR APPEARED TO 

CHANGE HIS ACCOUNT RBOUT OTHER ASPECTS OF HIS LIFE IN THE KGB. 

HOOVER UcED A SOVIET DOUBLE AGENT WORKING AT THE UNITED 

NATIONc TO CHECK NOSENKO'S.ACCOUN7. THIS AGENT, CODE-NAMED 

"FEDORA" VERIFIED NO.:-ENKO'q STORY 	UT THE CIA FELT THAT FEDORA 

HIMSELF NIGHT HAVE BEEN A KGB PLANT. 

JHE CIA's THEN DIRECTOR RICHARD HELMS' MET SECRETLY WITH 

CHIEF SUPREME 'COURT JUSTICE EARL WARREN AND LET HIM KNOW FOR -

THE FIRST TIME ABOUT CIA SUSPICIONS OF MOSENKO, Al A RESULTS 

THE WARREN COMMISSION , DECIDED NOT TO, CALL HOSENKO AS A. WITNESS. 

MORE i458• 	 •
I 
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EPSTEIN CLAIMS OFWALB I S BACKGROUND AS R MARINE WAS COVERED 	
.. 

UP SY U,S. INTELLIGENCE AGENC/ES. HE SAYS OSWALD, WHILE A 	 -, ' J - • • 
MARINE RRDAR CONTROLLER' IN JAPAN, TAIWAN, THE PHILIPPINES AND 	

. 

CALIFORNIA! Rkp Arrtc.c. TO HIGHEST PRIORITY INFORMAT/ONs 	 ,Y 	
....; . 

INCLUDING HOW THE THEN-SECRET 0-2 SPY PLANE WORKED. 	 :..t 
a., 

EPSTEIN SAYS OfwPLD WITNESSED REPEATED TAKEOFF':,  OF THE 0-2  
AT A U.S.' AIR EASE AT ATSUGls JAPAN, AND COULD HAVE KNOWN ITS 	.W : 

..t 
RATE OF CLIMB, PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS AND CRUISING  
ALTITUDES, 

EPSTEIN aU.OTES ONE UNNAMED OFFICER AS SAYING OSWALD SHOWED , ' . 	 2 

AN EXTRAORDINARY INTEREST IN THE PATH OF THE PLANE! WHICH HAS 

THEN CONSIDERED TO eE THE HIGHEST PRIORITY TARGET OF SOVIET 	 - CI '. ,.., 

INTELLIGENCE. 	 1 
IN ADDITION! INFORMATION WHICH OSWALD COULD HAVE KNOWN 	

o 

INCLUDES HEIGHT LIMITATIONS OF AMER/CAN RADAR, BL/ND SPOTS. : 	: 

CAUSED BY GROUND TRAFFIC, SECRET MILITARY RADIO'FREOUENCIEss. 	k--.... : 

,CALL SIGNS AND ,CODES. 	1 	 . 	 V 

HE ALSO COULD HAVE HAD ACCESS TO ALL SECURITY PROCEDURES 	 j. 
FOR CHANGING CO0!5 AND THE LOCATION AND RANGE OF U.S. AIRCRAFT .  

..;,..,..,„.„7„,„.,,„:„..,,,,.,....„..,.„,,.,..,-,,,..,•.r.,•---„F„...,„,,„7,,,.„,7...,„„,,:.,„,..„„ 77...---,,,,-*.-17.7trwwomw-Asvor-A-0.1,,..;-,707,r ,rgg.Rmsnprm• 



! SWALC 

STEIN PL: ':ETAILS HOW OsNALn sco.IREn ON THE M. F= 
BECFIN TALKING MORE AND ticRE :H OrPTUN:ST S;J::SANE. 

EPSTE:1 7:.:1ES THE POSSIBILITY THAT OSWALD ORS RECR!JITEC EY THE 

SOVIETS AS A14 AGENT WHILE HE WAS STILL IN THE MARINE=. 

THE FIRST PART OF "LEGEND" IS TO EE PUELISHED THIS THURSAY 

IN THE MARCH ISSUE OF THE READER'S DIGEST, A c.ErOND PART WILL 

COME OUT IN THE APRIL DIGEST AND COINCIDE WITH FUELICATION OF 

THE COMPLETE BOOK. THE WORK IS BAc=D ONP STUDY OF 1.0“.1 00 PAGES 
OF PREVIOUSLY CLASSIFIED INFORMATION AND INTERVIEWS WITH MORE 
THAN 40U PEOPLE. 

ONE OF THE 400 HAS GEORGE DEMOHRENSCHILDT, WHOM THE FBL 

- BELIEVES WAS ASSOCIATED AT ONETIME WITH FOUR DIFFERENT 

INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES. . 

DEMOHRENSCHILDT, WHO KNEW OSWALD AFTER 'THE. LATTER RETURNED.  
TO THE U.S.1 APS INTERVIEWED EY EPSTEIN FOR A DAY FIND A HALF.  

IN 1976. DURING A LUNCH-EREAK; HE WAS FOUND WITH HIS HEAD BLOWN 

OFF AcPARENTLY EY A SELF-INFLICTED SHOTGUN eLAs7.,  

DIGEST SPOKESWOMAN TODAY SAID SHE DID NOT KNOW IF EPSTEIN 

WRS ABLE TO INTERVIEW NOSENKOI WHO IS STILL BELIEVED TO BE 
1.:v:NG IN THE UNITED STATES. 
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NEW YORK (API — Lee 

Harvey Oswald may have 
provided the Soviet Union 
with secret inform:lien 
about the American U-2 
plane, enabling it to shoot 
down Francis Gaut Pow-
ers' spy plane in nil, ac-
cording to a new hook by 
author Edward Jay Eps-
tein. 

'• Epstein also says in his 
book, "Legend: The Secret 
World of Lee Harvey Os-
weld," that the FBI, anxi,  

• ous to support its finding 
that Oswald acted alone in 
the assassination of Presi-
dent John F. Kennedy, re-
lied upon statements of a 
Russian defector who may 
have been a Soviet secret 
agent trying to dispel any 
connection between Os-
wald and Soviet intelli-
gence. 

And in an interview In 
the current issue of New 
York magazine, Epstein 
says that in 1962 a Soviet 
official attached to the Un-
ited Nations duped former 
FBI Director J. Edgar 
Hoover into thinking lie 
had defected as a Soviet 
secret police officer and 
fed Hoover false Informa-
tion about Russian ac- 

.  

tivities, deformation that 
was passed on to the White 
House. 

Epstein says Hoover be-
lieved that with the help of 
the official — code neined 
"Fedora" — he could-
compete with the CIA, and 
that Hoover del not pen 
the Information on to the 
CIA end refused to disclere 
"Fedora's" identity to the 
Agency. Epstein says that 
from leG2 until 1977, "Fed-
ora" provided the FBI 
with misleading informa-
tion on a wide range of 
subjects. 

Two excerpts of Eps-
tein's book are in the 
March issue of Reader's 
Digest, which will publish 
the book in April. Epstein, 
who had examined the 
Warren Commission's in-
vestigation of Kennedy's 
assassination ir. the 1966 
book "Inquest." said his 
latest work Is based on in-
formation from present 
and former CIA, FBI and 
other officials. 

In writing on Oswald and 
the 11-2, Epstein says that 
while Oswald was a 
Marine radar controller at 
Atsugi Air Base in Japan 
in low, he frequently saw 
the U-2 take off and land 
and heard its high altitude 
requests for weather in-
form:idea on the radio. s • 

FAI- teln snritr'sts that 

ld provided Russia 

information either 
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Angeles in 1977 when the 
helicopter he was flying 
for a redio station cranhed. 

Ertcin also snys In his 

book that the FBI seized 
upon the statements of 
Yuri Nosenko, who de-

fected in early 1961 shortly 
after Kennedy's assw.ina• 
lion and told U.S. [WM-

gence gents that Oswald 
had no ties to the Soviet 
secret police. 

At the time, the Warren 
•Commision was trying to 
determine whether Oswald 
acted niece, as the FRI 
clinked, or was part of 
foreign conspiracy in the 
shooting of Kennedy on 
Nov. 22, lent, in Dallas. 

According to Epstein, 
James J. Angleton, former 
chief of the CIA's counter- 
intelligence 	section, 
supected that Noscnko was 
not really a defector but 
had been sent by the Eire 
sines to deceive American 
intelligence officials and 
was still working for the 
Russian secret police, the 
KGB. . 

The theory that Nosenko 
was a bogus defector was 
conveyed privately in 
mid-L"&1 to then-Chief Jus-
tice Earl Warren by 
Richard Helms, then head 
of the CIA's covert opera-
tions division, • Epstein 
said. 

The chief justice was 
siviken by the questions 
Helms .raised, Epsetin 
says 

i 
 but at a closed meet-

ing inter that same day, 
the Warren Commission 
decided not to interrogate 
1:a ^ON 
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as Lee Harvey Oswald an informer 
W 	

ry 
who gave U.S. military secrets to the 

Soviet KGB? Was he involved in the fa-
mous downing of the U-2 spy plane? A 
tantalizing new book presents strong ev-
idence that Oswald's connections with the 
KGB were closer and more devious than 
the public has been led to believe. 

The book, Legend: The Secret World 
of Lee Harvey Oswald. is the result of 2% 
years of work by Reader's Digest editors 
and researchers, who acquired many FBI 

and CIA documents under 
the Freedom of Information 
Act and, in addition, covered 
some 150.000 miles in 26 
states and nine nations to in-
terview Oswald's former as-
sociates. It was written by 
Edward Jay Epstein. a care-
ful academic researcher 
whose 1966 book, Inquest. 
first revealed the flaws in the 
Warren Commission's in-
vestigation but did not con-
jure up any wild conspiracy 
theories. 

Epstein still refuses to 
draw flat conclusions. Yet he Marine Oswald 
weaves a skein of circum- 
stantial evidence suggesting that Oswald 
learned key performance data on the CIA'S 
U-2 plane while serving as a Marine ra-
dar controller at Atsugi. Japan. in 1957, 
and that he provided information to the 
Soviets either then or upon his defection to 
Russia in 1459. Oswald's information, the 
book suggests, enabled the Soviets to rede-
sign their rocket-guidance systems so as to 
knock CIA Pilot Gary Powers out of the air 
over the Soviet Union arty 1. 1960. 

Oswald's Marine specialty, radar con- 

troller. required abos c-average intelli-
gence, and he ranked seventh in his train-
ing class in Biloxi, Miss. From visual. 
radio and radar observation at Atsugi, one 
base from which the U-2 operated. Os-
wald could have learned much about its 
speed, rate of climb and altitude. 

Oswald, according to Legend, later 
told friends that he had moved in a Com-
munist circle in Tokyo when off duty from 
Atsugi. Other Marines were surprised to 
learn that he spent some of his liberty 

hours at the Queen Bee. one 
of Tokyo's three most expen-
sive nightclubs and a sus-
pected hangout for intelli-
gence agents from various 
nations. Even though dates 
there cost up to $100 a night 
and Oswald took home less 
pay than that in a month, he 
began appearing at Atsugi 
with one of the Queen Bee's 
prettiest hostesses. When he 
was assigned temporarily to 
lwakuni. a U.S. airbase 430 
miles from Tokyo. Oswald 
was seen with an attractive 

In 1958 	Eurasian woman. "She was 
much too good-looking for 

Bugs (Oswald]." said one Marine. 
The book claims that the KGB coached 

Oswald in preparing a false diary of his 32 
months in Russia so that U.S. intelligence 
sources would find Oswald's reasons for 
wanting to return to the U.S. credible. It 
never explains, however, exactly why the 
KGB was willing to help Oswald be repa-
triated or why it aided his Russian wife 
Marina, the niece of a military official in 
Minsk, in going to America with him. Nor 
does ii imply that Oswald acted on KGB 

orders in killing President Kennedy. 
After the 1963 assassination. accord-

ing to Legend. the KGB planted a false de-
fector called Nosenko in the U.S. for the 
specific purpose of convincing U.S. intel-
ligence that Oswald had been considered 
so unreliable that the KGB had not even 
taken up his offer to divulge U.S. military 
secrets when he first arrived in Moscow. 

Much of the book centers on the in-
trigue between the CIA and the FBI over 
Nosenko's credibility. Disinclined to be-
lieve him. the CIA drew up 44 questions 
that it wanted the FBI, which was de-
briefing Nosenko, to ask him. The 
J. Edgar Hoover refused to permit such 
questioning. The reason. according to Ep-
stein, was that Hoover took pride in the 
information he was getting from another 
alleged KGB defector, called Fedora. Fe-
dora had verified some portions of Nosen-
ko's story—and if Nosenko had been 
shown to be a false defector, that would 
have meant that Hoover's source too was 
a KGB-planted double agent. Eventually. 
the CIA put aside its suspicions. 

In retracing Oswald's movements af-
ter he returned to the U.S., the book is less 
persuasive in implying that he remained a 
KGB informant. It cites his temporary em-
ployment at a typesetting company in 
Dallas. where he gained access to Soviet 
and Cuban place names that the U.S. 
Army had contracted to strip into classi-
fied maps. The only KGB contact suggest-
ed in the book is the mysterious oil geol-
ogist George de Mohrenschildt, who 
befriended the Oswalds in the Dallas area. 
He is portrayed as exaggerating the Os-
walds' marital problems in order to pro-
vide a reason for Oswald to move away 
from Marina. De Mohrenschildt, whose 
clouded past included contacts with var-
ious intelligence agencies, killed himself 
in 1977—two hours after being inter-
viewed by Epstein for Legend. 

Epstein claims that Oswald's pro-
Cuba activities in the U.S. were designed 
to convince Havana officials that he was 
trustworthy enough to be admitted to 
Cuba in another planned defection from 
the U.S. The book traces Oswald's move-
ments in Mexico City, and includes U.S.-
monitored telephone conversations to the 
Soviet and Cuban embassies. Oswald's 
last known call in Mexico City was to 
make an appointment to see a Soviet of-
ficial. described in the book as a member 
of the KGB department in charge of for-
eign espionage and assassinations. Os-
wald then returned to Dallas. 

Yet several stubborn facts block any 
implication that Oswald was directed by 
foreign agents to hunt down Kennedy in 
Texas. He found his job in the Texas 
School Book Depository building by 
chance, and long before it was known that 
Kennedy planned to ride in a motorcade 
past the building. If the killing actually 
was planned by foreign agents. Oswald 
was the luckiest assassin in history. It is 
far more likely that he saw his unexpect- 
ed opportunity—and took it. 	 • 

Was Lee Oswald a Soviet Spy? 
A fascinating new portrait of Kennedy's assassin 

Wreckage of Gary Powers' U-2 CIA spy plane on display In Moscow In 1960 

b.1 a.' 
1.11)11 
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, kaders. It may then haw. heron lbalta  "tioncti him$61 'dui' that Oswald funk Ibis an marrh-. coanody'Administraiian wax in t orders to attempt suck an '  WI 'tile.  plot ihrtaaili -0  M"' . la.Kat.s■ tivli...1 itsd 11171 lie *11,C• ' with Desmond Flirt:email, n • Ids mvn 1 e'• C:, Crrnrev, on win. -raiiking .„, CIA . official who the apprnval of the 1..1,beim forged. himself as an  saly of %Robert Kennedy (and rYntw bank makes the ep,... that  

 

indeed,. +rm.,. !aderaifiable Oswald 11111$ a Into Jere mewl .,.., . tg 01',11•Frir; 	•• • 	. 	Soviet :Intelligence who ran onalk. ssua reamed of litho plpt 1,,  is it rot ..- 9,,elip pax...* dm: , :Wallin sot 4%3 tprehahly Oswald 'eat a trar•Ietoel C./.1 atria 
let."..cisbroilat.:. himself). ' and sent ra Russia as a pkoacti 
•-‘1,..s!'-pul4fc;,iwanting• ,.thoi dcf ecror ? 
çcmaii3eadirx.  wnolul. 	T conrodered this possibility ult:•plocst•agninsf Cub" v.lis•1' I :Irr....,r my 	orob- If tirSeltartliSfell lOmv"10- an 	1 I hitt) fir. o a C: 	ierlit tl.r• 

dished .• that. 	had .1 	hen 	 'llrinrc • • 

I l'oO.  Co&MA corrainly had interlule In h' Marine service 	

• ur 	is :soother question. : matter bile mould ,...iitiie same 

••1„••■•• 

1'1? 
41. 

%V1:42 Ctilel ;:er• is a fairly com- • 
plete arid believable accnunr 

• Oswald's tunic in the Widnes. 
•• There atems to be no period due. . 

	

-• 	kV; this tiro; 'when lie retold con- . 	
cciy..1,1v be &tech.:it and trained 

4*ItTil.•111 /1Emtbl,n" 474 l'A;119 A, 	by the Cit. and cert.-tittle nonc 111,7 	 him 
ha• 	 A,41 an'y ci-L ,  dip 	 11.! 

' torly 'op.ostInnil • 	1 lie 	11 .! ofi;; 	LI 	• or 	. Alitl 
Fr'X0itinissia■eff • onetk,,,t,i 	Stir vrii, lor,rn•it 
jn 	bet fIrlf. • A b,"....telfrr,: oung,sts 	me 	C1011.01414 fur 

Pt'? P.11,  .. 
, 	-1111  l'• 	 o  Itch' ht reeves 	ev 

	

OS, ""111:'"T 'r= 	11. •.;:a 	lic0011 	•I et 	cm ••• Irs ore wti 	1 tle 2i'ee 	„' 	•,„ 	. 	 •• • g 	L • tin olttll two 	rr_ r7rrfi 	 '1 7 n 

lion ..arc_ 	ol: I.; 7. 	I 	: 	1  ire ware 	• •-••• I 	..,• 	'•• 	 ' • •.' 	•• • 	.••••• 
.1;•••,;,-,• • *••-.. i• 	••:• 	•■ • 	;,'• 	• . . 	• • 	.• 

, 	_ 	• 	• . 	: 	' 	Irfr  

.- -......:ii. 	ritvl 	••,•:-.1 	• 	-1-,_-..v fr  ,.:•: i 

• a-...ociations with. Sao-Cot  
toettea. •:Osriald 	fahrivated ....a. : j 
"lekcind,"  or false bilgivinhy, for i•o" 
himself ' befwe :returning to the :','s 
171,, lied in Fiii. interviews.. and 
roeinpied•  10- [Lull:col his move- •'• i  

-• The Warren Ohnini.,  ism, [Joel 
el!! god ninny rimer SOr lear• elucr :t?.,, 
th.'pasi ffre...n p•-ars rim.,  i.uestVi....;a 
10'0 she 0:Kcal-I case. 11am c,011:1 
owe hope to came up mei any neee,1 
frelr or diffeecnt on,,ecrs ?, 	I' '''T: 

I began by rejecting the .idia.il 
that ;here war somethiag tic.. 10.:.; 
lie found nut tomtit 'inille.4 
ormonds. or rile gravw 1,noll.-r 
Instead I asked:, Wk. 'rid Leo ',;,' 
I forvey Os•ald defect r• the , 
Soviet Union in ' "It"'• Toted ineredilole to nun ow a.; 
10 year-ohl Martne mold slid. 4. ' 
denly decide to Imre his Onsitior I - 
and friends and to to five it a ' 
awange ctolotry. I became inre,  , 
whet in ilia question if motio-e. :•• 

I wanted to know whoo: lisp-
tined.  to Oswald it the Mari"'' 
Corps. The Warren risme-A:in/11 
find questioned only nue Marino . 
who served with Oswald at ilp! 
Ataugi air base in lanatt. With' ._ 
the' help of four researchers, L ,  

Finally. semis effort termed I,,  
been made :tat cover Oswald's 
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. • Li 11 iitet1 et trititvl (11150 . 	I!' 41111'1 ' 	:. 

Ceurrordanen.not,tiu.ingnit.acalirilitrat 	J1'-; ''.•,..i,,' 	. •CcIltinfl el we.. hr.-4i, -4  illt..T...,1:11.1Cly leui 1 Wait,/ 	; : .- - 1 
• • • rt-nisan,of ri• ft .0,1 flair: ,vate,ot v••iinfing bartano.t.u., 	k C  	../ 	- : 

thatif kin.: 	1, 	 i 1 --■ 	.... 1./i owl 0 , •■•-, , 4-- r.f 1 I,s to.st horolee 	 .l.ts 	i 	•: 	-, firlth itly,,r-a. ;IF • a LIt.• 1....;•.1 .1, rl maker el s. ic,iti;',..: 	II, ..--i 	- 

' •-.1 tiortable we  ..t er  ..T.m .10.  Li 1,11.0(T". 	 I 	it, 	.. 1 ;:!t' 

ill'Atuirr.3.1.Ir Iv,  lib; V • 1'I ..11.4 a ,....... for 	1 
- • 'I hrincrunstrog ,11 ''c ii'-; IlibodititlaisaLveryrar: 	. io 11 'I 	. • • 

.and.Seaveriniplrefhi.v•erk. 
Onlailt42,11,11 	ittl,t,Itt or thr nmiio is 	

il I •,:i 	' 

; et:red all•Irt1 mved wi,rk, 	• '  

• 

, iniacar...'ravmd.. 'tin oral:pit knish, with finely 	:I.!! !I II , ' • . 	.,..,- 

.__. 'I loerdition ir.linlifixi to / 30 (WY. rTko 4325- . . 1' t . 	! 	i• ! . ...! - PAO bap:my:ter will he '. 
	1  rii  

1:;:ii 1 • 	• • 	l'I.IlehNelynerrascrcri,witli 	,,III 11 
'II,.  •• . ', 	o signal Cirlificutcof . 	' I it 	"-',.i.• 

	

11.- ..-":,..•=. 	, vollcoilum will bo occrpted „,,/j.111 	.. ..„..:.....`:::, 

	

;- • 11 I 	Am) ■••ttiL.-Oy. 
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.11174, 	hai nmetwmny Eic kur red 11' 	• i'—•'''t • i 1:-• . 	. 	, 	--. 
1,.f7'... 	

In the Garrard silo-tycoon,. 
i,erthred.t..311 will Lc 5CUL 	
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' motttli ',. for. insnirinr: iht! . sr, to 1.;:venr-oll hit)i o I''• , ■ thop• 	 •••  • sored.' •ni.vassinallon of All 	nut. and September t•_.•••• „hen he 	 .. 	 0,-e-- 	,Il  .!: i-i- o 	• ',, 

	

ri,"tatIleilder; .Whether lie aorencd to linall.,. As t ni al tiral 	• 

, 
	' 	' 	'‘,r ...ed..,C.4L 	•  	) 	- •••• - . . 	.i...ii•il• i:. 	- 	•.••• 

	

Toortunity in insnirc Oneida viten its le:. d., tsell -.1 irnito dd:, 	... ' 	;9 ir•-:;;,,i.:.f.b,-a. 	v0111- 	•.:.= 70cent:ice-re violent act. 	lie 	and to aiii...1. 	'hurt' ii.e 1.arren Mod to Mexico on September Commissiuts Mtn rier -ril oiily one . 
csarding to his was for the , Marine +silo knew Oso..,11.1 ,I:iritort ow afrproving his loyalty' to his but of Pfi,nO mod i hr rib AU% 
1,5.:InS e-- and hem:: actepted and liqt a number' el mon:mill a. •friend 	of ' the 	Cel•nn 	1.11:.01,.. in hi-. crrelec rernr.i. It , 

	

b.tiOrt. ilswaid 2111' -art to 	et.. •••,1 ..1 1,--. none-I .-stifle ilint • 
hact at least three mectincs Inc hod 1-c••n separatro fr•mt his 
..:alial.  i officials. What hap- regular ditty. ' 
d Ai' the" .meetingl Is u'l-  • 1 lowcarsr, t• lo•n 1 in .ilell .S.enle I but a2riiitttlIg to various Slim me-r Mariras Y•11. •---tilt, Oswald amorists in linse 

	

, 	'tit b rise. shim varin.  ;is pnyl,  it HI ,l1)".1111'1117,11111CnI With Ito cal C. r, tie-,•c raps wet e i i adeptly 'bans whether he had riled in Mat in .,,1 toe! c r9mia who cd ,st•flicient ,screlce for servirl whit uswald in loin htric renhan "-revolution ' to , be • .. . 	trainias 111111. hit training courser:, - 'led in Cubm ,t.' 	' • during mann to and framinrem. lotougli this Is purely sPecu-  during the mannonvres in the i•,••  jt:. di:M.S:11ot '4Cel(1 inC011. patine and in hospital Eyeri the -.. 
. doctors NAM treated him' for ro 

Ar -,-•••1r: 	plivIlinl wound and VD ?etre 
interviewed. . Al recur point, 
Marines were found who shared ... 

	

......- 	quarters with Oswald, drank with • 	il him, played cards wit',  him, and 
• served tang ltourS on rooky 1,,Ily 
•Witill him. Solue.considarcd ihre.- 

• selves close friends. and prod.' ol 
• -snapshigs and records sline.i., :o 

Oswald ic:11 rudCell on duty with.. 
Ilirm.' 	.  

I 	• 

foillitoeff4i1..Castro, possibly _ patched en suelo s 	nev 
in 	

.Iturts•of this • Flon I assumed al a eau-ling 
hypothesis that he would hn' to . 	win 1,5 R4f OW/ • ' have been recruited nod 'rained 	 PAdr 	( 	irt) . 	I .111n iffittqc1:,1.. then, 	•br the CIA sp: 	le•teeen  UI 

. ui ii tlinrueofisL t IA te.s•oo. li- 
e - ado! be intlily it war :• •••il 	i.1; 
r • :I 	111.J:, 	In for.' P 
ri erircd 	unt:eriraiste 
from his reser er ”nit nod it-1..1-1,1 
to 11111(e 	 .14 

OH 'he 11/ 1 113.  1,:..1.1 	%, I. 

	

....I 	• 10. 
je,ellifericc • 	Ile 

• drIviril in iha S•ovi,..• 1  •••,,ri 
e,to, aui•ottwn tenth.  

5n- ii 	Arr....01.1.: 
ii owe C,e.; au.,  I till-

-, tic:. $C.Ctein or sr.:2H Un•••rt 
A: prom' of lilt 	I 

t.c., he 1i0,t•11,1 Iii ud.,1••ori 
te the II.' 1(mhs:.i3: 	i•lii',"4•Yr, 
iiil drinniitired 	ilarat4.11 iF 

oviiling iho Soviets with Pt: 
military sorrets in err), 'tr• t••it 
himself complete?! in Soviet 
hands fair a two-nrid....lor 	Jr 
pram!. In return. the Alsip. A 
Iii iiiiti 	assuriaird 'orith Saviet 
Intelligence. provided 
Willi 	antisitly ii, Pitt utt, 	vitt:11 
oral :nt rut, 	job 	and 	other 
onionities. 

After Oswald retell,' in the 
its, he termed it Fitt 

to a lie deferfur 
cow-tenor in cr.ntaL I Villa ,Iirtvl..t 
bnolorissy liCielals. and 4,,,,zard  

known Kra; Witter, Kuntikov, 
in Mexico City. 	 Conti:vetton . 
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